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camp,
cabin,
cottage?
Whatever you call it, it still sounds like work to me.
Hello everybody in the Lake of the Woods cottage region. I am excited to present the
2018 edition of the Lake of the Woods Cottage Guide. We once again offer our magazine/
service directory hybrid that combines interesting articles with a guide to local contractors
and services. We hope it helps answer the question most cottagers have when they need
something done — who do I call?
Last year, our second issue, was a hit with cottagers in the region. We handed out 10,000
copies of our free publication. Along with the magazine, cottagers should “Like Us” on
Facebook to receive updates throughout the summer. This includes cottage construction
articles, photos of interesting projects, information on local contractors and listings on where
our promotions team can be found.
I hope you enjoy the mix of articles on cottage construction, services and products. More
importantly, I hope it helps you find the right contractor for your next project.
Don’t work too hard and enjoy your time at the cottage!
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Fresh fragrant flowers for all occasions
P 807 467 8300
F 807 467 8348
TF 1 866 833 4109

117 Matheson St S
Kenora, Ontario

Delivery service available
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YOUR COTTAGE IS YOUR
PRIDE AND JOY
At Dufresne, we understand that your cottage needs
to be a perfect combination of function and style.

Heating
Plumbing
& Air Conditioning
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION
New construction
Renovations & repairs
Fully licensed, insured & certified
Natural gas, propane & oil
Local Rinnai Dealer

807-407-5610
garfield@garfieldshvac.com

Maybe you like to host lush dinner parties, or perhaps
efficiency is key when it comes to your busy schedule.
To offer our guests a better experience, we offer a
wide selection of major appliances with the innovative
technology to save you time and money.
No matter what you need, our certified appliance
experts will help you find the perfect fit for your life and
style from our enhanced selection of professionally
styled appliances. It is our job to identify and
understand what lifestyle needs you have and match
them to a perfect product with features that make life at
the cottage a little more relaxing.

PROUDLY SERVING KENOR A SINCE 1986

1077 RAILWAY ST. | KENORA | 807.468.5825

Garfield’s Heating and Air Conditioning Inc.
RR#2 RMB#47, Kenora, ON P9N 3W8
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Building the

Cottage of their Dre
in Clearwater Bay
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Inspired by their landscape, the Zadro family
had a vision of what their cottage should be.
Alongside the architect and tradespeople,
they all went above and beyond expectations
to create a rustic cottage that should last
FOR generations.

I

by Judy Owen

Inspiration can come from many sources.
For Lisa Zadro, it was piles of weathered pine boards in a field.
She and husband John had been seeking wood similar to reclaimed barn board to use for the
ceiling of the cottage they were building on Clearwater Bay, but the options weren’t quite what
they were looking for.
That all changed when they met their contractor, Kelly Gibson of Laclu Homes & Cottages, at
the building site one day. Lisa showed him photos on her cellphone of the type of wood she
wanted. He told them to hang on and drove off.
An hour or so later, he returned with a board he’d found on the property of his friend, who
used to own a Kenora-area sawmill.
“When Kelly came to me with a piece of wood, I was like Snoopy dancing,” Lisa says with a
smile of the cartoon character’s joyful jig. “It was exactly what I was looking for.
“I said to him, ‘Do not do anything to it.’ He thought we could stain it, but I said, ‘Just put it up
the way it is. I want it to look very rustic.’ And that’s what we got.”
Boards were selected from the top layers of the stacks, which had been exposed to the
elements for about seven years. It had produced the perfect aged, warm look at a fraction of
the price they’d seen from other sources.
The discovery of the affordable, multi-toned wood immediately expanded Lisa’s design ideas
way beyond the ceiling.
Boards became the back of coat racks at the front entrance, accent walls in the bedrooms
and bathrooms, a pantry door and even part of a gas fireplace surround. Black paper lined
walls behind the boards so they wouldn’t show through as much between cracks or gaps from
shrinkage.
One stunning transformation turned some boards into custom-made barn doors, each five-feet
wide, that slide to close off a large bedroom in the cottage’s lower level.
Having the rustic wood reinforced the couple’s plan to not have the cottage look like a modern
home plunked on to the lakeshore.
“I didn’t want any drywall in the cottage at all,” says Lisa, who has a diploma in interior
design. “Drywall to me means house as opposed to cottage.”
The wood theme also included pine walls finished with milk wash and a clear coat to give
them a lighter tone that still showed some grain. The 500-square-foot, three-season sunroom
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— Lisa’s favourite spot
in the cottage — has
richly stained pine around windows
that click down to make it a screened area.
For contrast, wide shiplap boards were painted white and
used in the bathrooms. Other walls are board and batten,
vertical panels with narrow wooden strips.
Two wood features make big statements in the great room.
The rafters are red fir, with LED lights on the surface that cast
a soft glow and emphasize the beams.
The fireplace mantle is a piece of live edge fir sourced from
BC. A section was cut from it and stained to use as an eyecatching counter in the main-floor’s powder room.
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Achieving her ideas was a joint effort with architect Ken
Heshka, owner of a design company bearing his name.
“He had his vision and I kind of had my vision,” Lisa says.
“When he realized that I could just take it to the level that I
wanted to, he said, ‘You go with it. You’ve got some great ideas
and I will let you go crazy with that.’”
“Normally I take a project right through completion, but with
Lisa I felt no apprehension at all about stepping away from a
project,” Heshka says. “It couldn’t have worked better.”
Construction got underway in the spring of 2015, with the two
collaborating on some unique features.
One was a square, windowed opening in the roof beside the
sunroom, which is called a clerestory light, Heshka says.

Learning from past mistakes for a
relatively stress-free build
You can’t say John and Lisa Zadro rushed into a decision
to build a new cottage.
The couple had owned a cabin at Jessica Lake in the
Whiteshell since 1997, but they really enjoyed visiting
friends at Lake of the Woods and loved the easy boat
access to other lakes.
When one of those friends told them he had a lot for
sale along Clearwater Bay, the Zadros decided to buy it
and then think about whether they’d build the cottage
of their dreams they could also use in retirement.

cottage’s Hardie board siding to help
prevent rot. “Wood will never touch the
ground here,” John says.

They kept the 2013 purchase a secret for a year, going
out during that time to visit the property and learn the
lay of the land. Finally, they decided it was the perfect
spot.

• All the triple-pane windows and sliding doors have
fibreglass frames because they’re thermally superior,
non-corrosive and won’t warp in the hot sun like
some vinyl windows.

What came next was thorough planning, with lists of
their wants and needs stockpiled in folders, computers
and cellphones. They also tapped into their own
renovation and building experiences, as well as those of
their friends.

• Spray-foam insulation was used throughout the
cottage to help keep down energy costs.

“We talked to a lot of people about their mistakes and
asked, ‘What would you do differently and what do you
really like about your place?’” says Lisa, who has an
interior design diploma.
“We’ve used a lot of ideas from those answers.”
John is a structural engineer who owns Winnipeg-based
Structural Composite Technologies and is also coowner of OmniGlass. Both companies make fibreglassreinforced products.
Construction of the 3,200-square-foot cottage began in
the spring of 2015, with the garage built the previous
year. The cottage was liveable by the May long
weekend in 2016, although work was still going on until
Thanksgiving.
Key elements of the project include:
• All beams, trusses and walls were prefabricated,
eliminating a lot of wood waste. The pieces were
tagged and trucked to the building site in a specific
order. Once the concrete and foundation was set,
the framing was completed in three to four days.
• Stainless-steel piles were used rather than lessexpensive galvanized steel, but they don’t rust in
the bedrock that usually has water, too.
• Fibreglass I-beams were put on top of the piles to
keep moisture away from the wood above.
• Fibreglass sheets formed an apron under all the

• The tankless hot water units, furnace, dryer, stove,
oven and one fireplace use propane to reduce
electricity bills. The upstairs wood-burning fireplace
also sends warm air down to a vent above the
propane fireplace to bring more warmth to the walkout basement.
• The three-season sunroom and three full bathrooms
have in-floor heating. Two basement bedrooms have
baseboard heat.
Their energy-conscious details have resulted in bills the
same as their old winterized cottage, which was half the
size.
John and Lisa also did one uncommon thing — they each
separately visited the building site one day a week.
“It wasn’t nagging. We weren’t inspecting,” John explains.
“It was to avoid misunderstandings and surprises. It was
an open question (to the trades people), ‘What do you
have for questions, what do you need?’ That was hugely
beneficial.”
“Things evolve as it’s happening,” Lisa adds. “Something
might change, something may not be exactly like on the
drawings. If you’re out here, you can go, ‘You know what,
I think I like it better like that, can we do this? Or the guys
had some really great ideas.”
In the end, they couldn’t be happier about their new lake
home.
Both Lisa and I and the trades people, I think we inspired
each other,” John says. “The project brought out the best
in everyone.”
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Lisa had seen a magazine featuring a cottage built in two
pieces to look like a lantern. She told him about it and he
incorporated the opening into the ceiling to get a similar effect.

much as we could,” Lisa says. “There are windows and doors
that you can see outside all the time. We’ve got 13 red pines
on the property.”

“When you’re outside at night and you’re on the lake and
the cottage lights are on, it looks just like a hanging lantern,”
Lisa says, noting the roof of the sunroom is metal to give
some texture and the lantern look, while the rest of the
cottage has shingles.

The rock is John’s favourite feature. It’s also highlighted out the
window going downstairs. The stairwell’s walls are adorned
with photos of their old Jessica Lake cabin at the Whiteshell.

Heshka also used his skills to showcase one of the property’s
granite boulders. Instead of blasting the rock when clearing
part of the site, the moss-covered boulder sits just outside a
corner of windows in the great room and draws your eye to its
natural beauty.
“We really wanted to pull the outside into the cottage as
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The new 3,200-square-foot cottage — 1,600 on each level —
is about double the old one. They had bought that cottage
in 1997 and did renovations in 2008. It was through
those experiences that they knew what their lake-lifestyle
priorities were.
At the top of both of their wish lists was a large front
entrance. It has a T-shaped hall off of it with a big closet and
hidden shelves to tuck away snowmobile equipment, coolers

and other stuff that usually clutters an entrance.
John also had to have a large canopy above the front door so a
vehicle could be parked and unloaded out of the rain or snow.
A double garage is across the road.
The couple welcomes visitors so the kitchen has two fridges,
one used mainly for drinks and the other for food. The nine-byfive foot granite island seats four and has a double farm sink.
To break up the whiteness of the kitchen and make it appear
as though some elements were renovations over the years, the
bottom of the island was painted chocolate brown, while trim
around some upper cabinets with glass doors is taupe.
“People have commented how we’ve made this look old,” Lisa
says. “It looks like a cottage. It doesn’t look like a new build.”
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Mess-free firewood
They say great inventions solve problems or make life
easier.
That’s definitely the case for the light-bulb moment John
Zadro had when it came to bringing messy firewood into
the cottage.
To the left of the fireplace’s built-in wood storage shelves
is a small door, which you assume hides an opening for
more logs. However, the door reveals a short passageway
to another door leading outside.

Adding space and privacy was a must. The cottage has four
large bedrooms, three full bathrooms and the powder room.
The master bedroom is on the main floor and three others
in the lower level. Two of those are in separate wings, each
with its own bathroom. A large room off the recreation area
has two sets of double bunkbeds with individual lighting and
power sources for charging electronics. Patio doors open to a
screened room.
It’s those details that have made their new cottage feel like a
perfect fit for themselves, daughter Kelsey, 28, and son Cole, 19.
And, of course, any grandchildren down the road.
“As our family grew, we wanted something more of a
retirement home for us and a place where we knew the family
would continue to come and be able to grow,” Lisa says.
“It was a building that was going to succeed us, and we
knew that we were going to be able to leave the kids with
something,” John adds.
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Firewood stacked in the yard is brought in through the
doors and easily placed in the shelves. Any dust or wood
chips are quickly sucked up with a central-vacuum
Vroom hose mounted in the passageway.
“I didn’t want to haul wood through the cottage all the
time,” Zadro says.
It was a feature architect Ken Heshka had never seen in
more than 25 years in the business. “It’s something I’ll
keep in the back of my mind,” Heshka says. “I certainly
thought it was a tremendous idea.”
The clever addition complements the room’s focal point,
which rises to the 16-foot high ceiling. The fireplace is
faced with cultured stone that’s lightweight, important
because the cottage has a lower level with a propane
fireplace right underneath it.
With its live edge fir mantle and a bench for sitting in
front of the flames, the main fireplace is definitely the
heart of the cottage.

Making Your Cottage A Home

Check out our complete line-up of
Log Furniture and Rustic Bedding

king
FURNITURE & MATTRESSES
101 MAIN ST. S. KENORA | 807-467-8864
WWW.KINGFURNITURE.CA
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2.7 billion years in the making
The Lake of the Woods greenstone belt.
Local stone used by masons at cottages in the region
and future projects across Canada and beyond.
by Elsie Neufeld
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We walked into the house, through the unfinished entry area
and across the plywood subfloor into the living room.

Aggregate’s Rush Bay quarry, just a few kilometres down the
road.

“Here it is,” announced master mason Greg Rose of Kenora
Masonry Services. There it was indeed, a soaring ten-metre,
yes, 30-foot, wall of stone — rectangular blocks of many sizes
and colours — grey, black, brown with touches of gold, rust
orange and hints of green.

“People love this stone,” Greg Rose said on our trip back to
Kenora. “Not only because of the texture and colour, but they
know about the quarry.”

There’s an intriguing quality to this wall. It transforms with
the changing light from the adjacent windows or as you
view it from other angles. Sometimes it shimmers like gold
lamé fabric at others it broods like dark leather. It begs to be
contemplated and it sparks the imagination.

Most retail stone veneer comes from the other side of the
country or the world. This stone is local, harvested from the
Lake of the Woods greenstone belt.
The Lake of the Woods greenstone belt runs from Lake
Wabigoon at its east end and into Manitoba on its west end.
This rock is at the surface in the Kenora area, but in Manitoba,
it is sub-surface. It is about 50 km wide.

“There are two faces,” the workman who greeted us at the
door tells Rose. What? I’m lost. Then, the penny drops.

At one point, the Kenora bypass cuts through dark rock that
looks black, but on closer inspection, it is dark green.

“Like clouds,” I said. He nods. Each block has texture as well
as colour. Shadows outline the ridges, the ripples, dimples
and gorges in the rock. Like watching clouds drifting across
the sky on a lazy summer afternoon, images of fish, elephants
or faces emerge and disperse.

“That’s greenstone,” explained Jeff Young, geologist and an
instructor at the University of Manitoba.

No two of these stone veneer blocks are the same, yet they
are all family. They have been cut from the same rock that this
house stands on, a massive 2.7 billion year old rock formation
called the Lake of the Woods greenstone belt.
There are two kinds of stone veneer, natural stone veneer and
manufactured “cultured stone veneer.” Cultured or faux stone
veneer is the most common. It is lightweight and relatively
inexpensive. It has a consistent colour and a do-it-yourself
homeowner can install it. On the downside, it isn’t as durable
as natural stone and– it’s, well, uh, fake.
Natural stone veneer is authentic, eco-friendly and durable. It
is unique. Between the artistry of the mason and the natural
characteristics of the harvested stone, no two natural rock
veneer walls are the same. Now, that can be an advantage or
a disadvantage, depending on the eye of the beholder.
A definite disadvantage to natural stone, particularly full bed
veneer, is weight.
The stone veneer on the wall Greg Rose showed me is four
inches (10 cm) thick and weighs 40 pounds per sq. ft. (195 kg/
sq. m.). To support this load the house’s foundation needed
to be designed to support it. It needed to be installed by
qualified masons, with special equipment.
“Some of those stones nearly maxed out our lift,” Rose told
me. The lift is rated for 450 pounds (205 kg). The lift only
carries these stone slabs up to the working platform. “We
have to manhandle it into place once we get it up there.”
A full bed stone veneer wall requires the services of an
architect, an engineer, a master mason and his crew. This kind
of expertise does not come cheap. And then there’s the cost of
transporting the heavy load across the country or around the
world, unless you’re so lucky that the quarry is just a stone’s
throw away, like in this case.
This stone has been harvested from Canadian Shield

Young is familiar with the Lake of the Woods greenstone belt
and Rush Bay quarry. “I drive by it twenty or so times a year
on the way to my cottage,” he said. A number of times he has
visited the quarry with students.
Greenstone belts consist of 60-80 per cent volcanic rock, he
explained. Felsic volcanic rock, the rock harvested at the Rush
Bay quarry, consists of layers formed by successive volcanic
eruptions during the dying days of the Archean eon. During
the 2.719 billion years between then and now, this rock has
been compressed, metamorphosed and cooled into the
flagstone it is today.
The minerals in the rock, along with temperature, pressure
and time, determine the colours and textures of rock. The
quarry is adjacent a shear zone which helps give the rock its
ability to split into slabs.
Rose said that among the rocks harvested at Rush Bay
quarry is a rock so green it is practically a lime green.
That isn’t to everyone’s taste but it speaks to the quarry’s
distinct aesthetic that is finding a market. This stone has
been specified for projects throughout western Canada and
Ontario. Masons from as far away as Salt Spring Island and
England worked with it in addition to local masons. It is
getting so popular the quarry just can’t put it out fast enough
to meet demand.
“We have not advertised because we sell everything we
produce,” said Steve Bigelow of Canadian Shield Aggregate
Ltd., the company that operates the Rush Bay quarry. Up
until last fall, all the stone veneer coming out of the Rush Bay
quarry was hand split by the quarry’s skilled quarrymen.
The two-pound hammers and chisels used to extract the stone
will eventually be set aside as the company mechanizes to
increase output.
Canadian Shield Aggregate Ltd. took over operation of Rush
Bay quarry in 1992. Over the years, the quarry’s focus has
shifted from crushing gravel for roads to dimensional natural
stone, stone steps, flagstone and landscape stone. Now it’s
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necessary to mechanize in order to be competitive in the
market place.
Two years ago, while in Italy looking for quarry machinery
Bigelow found the veneer saw that will slice through the
exceptionally hard stone in the quarry. This first-of-itskind saw uses water-cooled diamond segment saw blade
technology. It arrived in October 2017. Come late April or early
May when the quarry starts up again, the quarrymen will be
learning to operate the new saw, which can cut both full and
thin bed veneer, quickly. Since the lighter weight thin bed
veneer can be used in buildings without fortified foundations,
new customers will be served.
In 2016, the Rush Bay Stone Veneer was displayed in Italy at
the Marmomec Exhibition, the largest stone symposium in
the world.
“Visitors in Italy marveled at the colour, density and hardness
of the display samples,” said Bigelow. The company believes
there’s a definite North American market for the Lake of the
Woods greenstone product. Interest in the stone has been
expressed from as far away as Dubai.

Bedrock meets the Rush Bay greenstone veneer

Quarry saw
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While he appreciates the global appeal of the quarry’s special
product, he knows it has local appeal because it is from this
area.
“This is an indigenous, green building product,” he said.
As the quarry increases its capacity, he sees the product
being available to a greater market segment. He also knows
that increased capacity will create local employment
opportunities.
Recently other investors have recognized the value of this
resource and have expressed an interest to participate in the
opportunity to expand the quarry and production operations.
Some exterior walls of the house Greg Rose is working on
are also covered with the Rush Bay stone veneer. At one
corner, the bedrock, blasted for the basement, meets a wall
clad in the hand split and chiseled stone veneer from Rush
Bay quarry. It’s a corner 2.7 billion years in the making, the
coming together of consumer demand, an architect’s design,
an entrepreneur’s vision, a skilled quarrymen’s hand and Lake
of the Woods greenstone.

New veneer saw

S I G N U P O N L I N E AT
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Follow the rules:

The first step to a successful project
Building, electrical, fire and labour codes are just a few of the things to consider when taking
on a project. It is important any hired contractor also knows and follows them.
by Jim Chliboyko
As the old maxim goes, it’s easier to beg for forgiveness than ask
for permission. It’s a principle many people believe applies to
things like home renovations and construction. It’s an old-school
end run around existing regulations; anyone who has ever
owned an old home will have seen evidence of this in action.

or abiding by laws regarding safety. As it says on Ontario’s
Ministry of Housing website, the building code — for instance
— is in place to set “standards for the design and construction
of buildings to meet objectives such as health, safety, fire
protection, accessibility and resource conservation.”

However, these days if you take short cuts, if you don’t follow
regulations, if you’re not doing things safely or not hiring the
right people, or merely going into things without the proper
knowledge, you’re asking for trouble. Even down at the lake.

Tom Giesen has seen his share of end-runs. He is an electrical
inspector with Ontario’s Electrical Safety Authority.

Just last November, a Lake of the Woods cottager was fined
and ordered to return his property back to its original state.
The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry fined
the Winnipeg man $1,500 for doing work on his property
without a permit. Part of the issue was that the property
had been over-landscaped in a restricted area–the man had
landscaped 60 per cent of the property though was only
allowed to landscape 20 per cent of it.
But there are a lot of things to watch for when doing work on
your own property, whether it’s following rules put down by
Natural Resources, following building codes, electrical codes
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“With the electrical contractors, (there are) never too many
issues,” said Giesen. “But there’s a lot of homeowners that
may or may not have the skill to do what we’re trying to do, so
they kind of fumble through it.”
“The problem with the (electrical) code, it’s forever changing,
right. Electronics and everything, there’s a new wave
of something every time. So hiring a licensed electrical
contractor is definitely the top of our list.”
Giesen’s territory is the most western chunk of the 807,
basically far northwestern Ontario, including the Lake of
the Woods. As far as cottagers go, he notices a little bit of a
change of attitude at “the lake.”

“There’s been many times I’ve noticed a hazardous
installation and I’m not quite sure of the circumstance, if
they don’t realize it, or it was intentional or whatnot. Just my
personal belief, I think when people go to the cottage, they
have a more relaxed demeanor and maybe they wouldn’t
be as careful as they would maybe with their personal
residence.”
“Say you may want to get the work out of the way, right. If
they’ve got something to fix or whatever, so they can enjoy
their weekend, they might rush through it. I don’t know the
reasoning behind it.”
This also happens to be an age of YouTube Do-It-Yourselfers;
there are a stunning number of videos on the video-sharing
site to help with any job around the house. If you’ve got
decent reception or any kind of Wi-Fi, you can follow along,
step by step, with any project, electrical or otherwise. There
are titles like “Building a House is Easy” which clocks in at
three minutes and 27 seconds. Some of the electrical DIY
videos, though, are pretty clear about safety and not working
with live wires. However, watching a few videos does not
make one an expert.
“I think people are maybe thinking they are getting more
educated,” said Giesen. “But the problem with YouTube
videos, you don’t know that person’s credentials, right? So
I definitely think people are thinking that they know what
they need to do or have to do, but they may not necessarily
know the skill.”
And as the Electrical Safety Authority says, “if you are hiring
someone to do electrical work in your Ontario cottage, by
law they must be a Licensed Electrical Contractor.”
“If you don’t know, hire someone who does,” says Giesen.
“And get three quotes. Look for some references. Especially
in Ontario, the biggest problem is we have a transient
population from out of province. They may not know the
rules so much as well as Ontario. If they hire a contractor,
are they registered with the Electrical Safety Authority?”
As a former paramedic and current safety consultant, Theo
Heineman, owner of 1Life Workplace Safety Solutions Ltd, a
safe-work consultancy, technology and training firm based
in Winnipeg, knows about safe workplaces and just being
safe in general.
“Sadly, safety performance is directly proportionate to
the level of enforcement in the jurisdictions we’re in,” she
said. “So, Ontario, where they have a much greater level of
enforcement, you’ll see there’s more emphasis on safety.”
For the DIYer at the cottage, Heineman advises to be on your
toes. There are particular areas to look out for: when working
at heights, working with power sources, working with mobile
equipment like skid steers or bobcats (keep those buckets
down when exiting!) or working with machinery with
moving parts. Poor excavating jobs are dangerous. Even heat
stroke can be a factor.
“Lots of times, people aren’t acclimatized, they’re office

guys, executives and they come out to do some work in the
summer,” she said.
“You know, there just isn’t this level of awareness because
it’s not what they do every day,” she said. “And there’s no
judgement. Until the event happens, there is just a level of
awareness. Either they’re going to have education or some
sort of experience, that they’re going to approach their level
of work with some sort of risk awareness or they’re going to
have an incident and then the light bulb comes on.”
But there are also things to be wary of when contracting out
work.
“You want to be careful if you’re hiring more than one
contractor or self-employed worker at the same time; you
could make yourself a prime contractor,” said Heineman.
If this sounds like something ominous, it could be. According
to the Ontario Ministry of Labour website, “When an owner
hires only one employer (contractor) to do all the work on a
project, then that contractor is undertaking the work and
is the prime constructor.” However, the ministry goes on to
say, “when an owner undertakes a project by contracting
with more than one employer (contractor), the owner is
undertaking the project and is the prime constructor.”
Says Heineman, “the responsibility for health and safety
goes up significantly when you’re the prime contractor.
You’re responsible to ensure that both parties are complying
with the act and regulations, as an absolute duty in that
case.”
In other words, you could be on the hook for certain costs
if something goes wrong if you employ more than one
contractor at a time. Also, make sure when you’re hiring that
the people you hire are covered by workers compensation,
that they have all their proper licenses and insurances.
“Buyer beware and be smart about it,” said Heineman. “If
your Spidey sense tells you something doesn’t look right,
then you know it’s probably not right. So, if you’re hiring
someone to do window washing or do some roof repairs and
they’re accessing the roof with a ladder and they’re not tying
that ladder off, that’s a problem.”
Then there are other, simple logistics to consider. Is your
place accessible if something goes wrong, either working
alone or having someone working on site? Is it accessible by
road, by boat, or by foot? Can you direct first responders to
your place?
“It’s all about risk assessment, right,” says Heineman. “I
really encourage them to assess the risk before they do
something. It’s probably not a good idea to go working alone
on the roof or working at heights or at your dock working
alone. If you are working alone, make sure you have a checkin process with somebody back in Winnipeg or wherever the
other party might be.”
“It’s all risk assessment. Think before you do it and have a
plan if something goes sideways.”
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Living the dream – no more hydro bill
An off-grid cottage can become a reality
with the installation of a properly sized solar system
by Rick Brignall
Cottagers are heavily dependent on various forms of energy.
They burn wood to create heat or ignite gasoline in an
outboard motor to move a boat. It’s all about converting one
thing into another to improve your comfort.
Electrical energy is essential to most peoples’ lives – we don’t
know how to live without it. No matter how bad we want to
escape to nature at the cottage, electricity is one comfort we
don’t want to leave behind.
A cottage’s electrical supply is defined by being either on or
off the grid. Grid supplied cottages get their electricity from
the local utility, while off-grid cottages create their own supply
of electricity. For these cottages, getting hooked into the grid
is either too costly or impossible to achieve.
Electricity is not naturally occurring, it must be created.
Grid connected cottages are supplied with electricity created
through burning coal or moving water (hydro). These are not
very ecological friendly solutions to creating electricity as
hydro dams flood vast areas of land and incinerators pump
polluted exhaust into the air. These cottages are also tied to a
monthly bill that always seems to be expanding.
Remote, off-grid, cottages have found alternative ways to
produce electricity. Generators have been a mainstay in
cottage country for many years. They are fueled by gasoline,
diesel, or propane and are sized to the amount of electricity
they can generate. Unfortunately, you become a slave to
continually providing the fuel that runs them. Noise and
polluted exhaust are the by-products when using a generator.
Alternative energy systems have stepped up to replace or
coincide with a generator system. Solar electric generating
systems have been around for a while, but they were costly
and unpredictable. With advances in technology these
systems have become a viable choice for off-grid cottagers.
They are also the best choice for ecologically friendly cottagers
looking for an alternative energy source.

Solar-electric systems
Solar-electric systems, in simple terms, convert sunlight
into electricity. It’s a very ecologically friendly way to gain
electrical comfort at the cottage — no pollution, noise, fossil
fuels or monthly electric bills. Unfortunately, it comes at a
cost. Unlike a grid electrical system where you tie into the
utility gird, you are completely responsible for your cottage’s
off-grid solar system. Its installation, operating efficiency, and
maintenance rest solely on the shoulders of the cottager. High
starting-up costs scare away many cottagers, but the ones
who go ahead and install an alternative electrical system will
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experience a true feeling of freedom.
Simply put, in a solar-electric system sunlight is converted
into direct-current (DC) electricity, it is stored in batteries and
then converted into alternating-current (AC) electricity for use
around the cottage.
Creating electricity from the sun is not a new idea. What
we generally call “Solar Power” was discovered in 1839 by
Alexandre Edmond Becquerel and first used in 1890. It is a
process that has evolved enough to become a viable option to
power a home or cottage.
Solar-electric systems are made up of six main components
— solar panels, solar array mounting rack, charge controller,
battery bank, system meter and inverter.
Solar-electric panels, also known as solar-electric modules or
photovoltaic (PV) panels, are a solar systems main component.
The solar panel converts sunlight to make DC electricity — this
is also known as a photovoltaic effect. Each panel is assigned
a wattage rating, which is the maximum power they can
produce under ideal sun and temperature conditions. This
wattage rating is important when determining the number
of panels needed to meet a cottage’s electrical needs. For
example, four panels rated at 150 watts each will have a
combined wattage rating of 600 watts. Combining these
panels will create an array and when more power is needed
just add more solar modules.
These solar panels are mounted on one of three types of
mounts — rooftop, steel pole, or ground level. These mounts
anchor the PV panels to a secure platform and keep them
fixed in place and oriented correctly.
Mounting racks may incorporate seasonal adjustability and
sun tracking. The sun is higher in the sky during the summer
and lower in the winter. Seasonal adjustability keeps the
panel more aimed at the sun — this increases the systems
annual energy production. Sun tracking automatically follows
the sun across the sky from east to west each day. Tracking
the sun increases a systems daily output by 25 to 40 percent.
Roof-mounted systems, because of their rigid design, are
usually fixed to a certain point without the ability for seasonal
adjustability or sun tracking. These two features are much
easier to incorporate with a pole-mounted array.
A charge controller controls how the solar panels charge
the battery bank. Batteries are expensive and overcharging
shortens their lifespan and efficiency. Charge controllers
monitor the battery bank and interrupt the flow of electricity
from the PV panels when they are fully charged. It prevents

equipment you are ready to install to collect that energy.
You cannot have any major electric heat producing
appliances. That means no electric heat, electric hot water
heaters, electric range, electric clothes dryer, dishwasher or
air conditioner. These devices use large amounts of electricity
over long periods of time.
High wattage appliances like microwaves, hair dryers, and
toasters can be sized into a system because they actually
consume little power because their running time is short.
Energy efficient, Energy Star labeled, electrical devices are a
must for solar systems.
When researching alternative power systems it will become
apparent that there are many products specifically designed
for these systems. They are more costly, but they will add a
higher degree of electrical comfort. They include refrigerators,
freezers, water-pumps and clothes washers.
overcharging, undercharging, and sometimes over discharging.
Solar panels only produce electricity when the sun is shining
on them. To have electricity at night or on cloudy days, a
group of batteries is wired together and stores the electrical
energy created by the solar panels. Solar systems use special
batteries to endure constant charging and discharging. As we
all know special also means expensive, which is why regular
maintenance is important to prolonging their life.

It can become a necessity to heat a solar power cottage with
propane or wood and use propane for cooking, water heating,
refrigerating and clothes drying.
Once the solar system is in place a cottager will learn and see
first hand how much electricity is being consumed. A cottager
will see that even when they think everything is turned off
electricity is still being consumed. Cottages on these systems
must watch out for phantom loads. Most electronics have
phantom loads — like clock displays or internal memory — that
draws power and will slowly drain the system’s battery bank.

The system meter is the cottager’s view into their solar
system. It displays how the system is performing, tracks how
full the battery bank is, how much electricity the solar panels
are producing or have produced and how much electricity is
in use. This monitor is important to analyze how well your
system is working and if you need to make any changes.

Installation

The inverter is the last stage in a cottage’s solar system.
It takes the DC electricity stored in the battery bank and
transforms it into AC electricity that is commonly used
around the cottage. The inverter feeds into the cottage’s
AC circuit panel, which distributes power throughout the
building. Different inverters produce varying forms of AC
electricity. Not all electricity is made the same. Many of the
new electronics on the market will require a pure sine wave
inverter to produce the correct form of AC electricity.

Before a system is installed, your cottage load will need to be
determined and your cottage site will need a solar resources
estimation. These two figures will determine the size of the
system — underestimating loads and errors in determining
resources will cause disappointing system performance.

A back-up generator can be tied into some inverters to charge
the battery bank during cloudy weather.

Living off-grid
How you use electricity will become an important factor in
the success of a solar system. Cottagers will need to make
changes to when and how they use electricity — they must
find ways to live within the limitations of the system’s design.
Solar systems should be sized to meet your electrical needs —
more electricity needed equals a larger, more costly system.
Careful selection of lights and appliances will curb power usage
and decrease the size of the system needed. Energy efficiency
is important because the amount of power you will have also
depends on the natural resources at your site and how much

Solar systems are not something a cottager could buy at the
corner hardware store. That is a good thing because installing
an alternative energy system is not a weekend do-it-yourself
project. A professional should install these systems.

An installer should specialize in solar power systems. They
should have the experience to select the right equipment,
wiring, connections and components. They will also do an
accurate solar site survey to design a system to maximize
your natural resources. Expert installers do all the import
guesswork and become an important person to turn too when
problems or questions arise in the future.
Professional installers also ensure system safety, because
electricity is dangerous.

Final thoughts
Living off-grid may be a necessity due to remoteness or maybe
just an eco-friendly decision. Either way, it is something that
should never be jumped into blindly. Research into different
systems, products and installers will ensure the right system
for you.
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Up your energy efficiency with geothermal
The lake can be more than just a playground,
it can become the medium to heat and cool your cottage
by Rick Brignall
The term geothermal brings up the interesting image of hot
magma spewing from a volcano’s edge. But, geothermal heating
and cooling, generally referred to as a heat pump, has become
one of the fastest growing trends in cottage and home building.
Remarkably, it’s not a new technology. It’s just that people have
been awakened to its possibilities as the most energy efficient
heating/cooling system available on the market.
There are three main parts of a geothermal system — a
ground/lake pipe loop, heat pump furnace unit, and a ducting
system. A geothermal system taps into a medium, like the
ground or lake, to produce heat in the winter and cool in the
summer. It starts by cycling water through a pipe loop in
the ground or lake. These fluid filled pipes are connected to
a heat pump unit located inside the home. A fan blows over
the heat pump’s coils to circulate the heat or cool through a
home. Simply, this system extracts heat or cool from either
the ground or the lake.
Ray Landry of Kenora’s Raymar Plumbing and Heating has
been installing these systems for twenty years. Over those
years he has gained the experience to properly install systems
in the Lake of the Woods region, which is very different from,
for example, Manitoba. This difference deals with the type of
pipe loop system used.
In a ground loop system the pipe is laid down into one long
trench in the ground below the frost line. This system is

used when there is a lot of space, where soil can easily be
excavated, and in soil with high moisture content. Moist
soil like clay and loam, compared to sandy soils, are best to
transfer heat or cool. This system is popular in Manitoba due
to soil conditions that provide easy digging.
Ray can count on one hand the number of ground loops
he has installed due to the topography of the Lake of the
Woods area. He prefers to use a lake loop system. Instead of
a pipe being laid in the earth, it’s laid on the lake bed. The
water is used as the medium to transfer energy into heat or
cool. Cottagers located on the water can utilize this method
without disrupting too much of their property.
“In this area the lake is the most economical choice that
works really well,” said Ray, who also says that cottagers are
excited by the idea of using the lake as a source of heating
and cooling energy.
“Some people have concerns if the lines might get damaged
from mother-nature or fishermen’s hooks and anchors,” said
Ray. “As long as it’s weighted correctly — that is the crucial
thing in the lake. We must be very careful with the pipe
installation at the shoreline. Ample rock must be placed on
the lines to prevent wave action from damaging them.”
The best situation for installation is when you can dig the piping
two to six feet down in the ground from the cottage to the
shoreline. It gets a little more difficult when the pipes are going
over rock the whole way from the cottage
to the lake. It also becomes a problem if the
building is a long way from the water. The
ideal distance is 100 to 150 feet maximum
from the water, because you don’t want to
lose the energy in the long lines.
“Lines are installed with closed cell
insulation and encased in weeping tile,”
said Ray. “Even partial coverage is fine as
long as you get good snow coverage over
it in the winter to provide insulation. The
fluid in the closed loop system is a 25 per
cent ethanol antifreeze mixture to protect
it from freezing.”
The heat pump unit itself is about the
size of a washing machine and is located
in the cottage or home. The unit is made
up of a coil, a heat pump, and a blower
unit to circulate the air through a ducting
system. A back-up electric in-line heating
unit is installed in the system.
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It is part myth that this electric back-up heater would be used
a lot in the winter in this area because the ground or water
loops could not keep up with the cold temperatures. If that
did happen it would be due to an improperly installed system.
“It’s important to size the system accordingly to the cold
temperatures and that means a correct sized heat pump and
the correct length of pipe in the lake,” said Ray.

Why is this system energy efficient?
A conventional heating system burns a fuel to heat the air
that is circulated through a building. In the summer an energy
efficient air conditioning unit cools a refrigerant to circulate
cooled air throughout a building.
A geothermal system does not burn fuel to produce heat. It
uses the ground or lake water to heat and cool a building.
There are only small electrical draws on circulating motors
and a furnace blower.
This is also very environmentally friendly. It reduces a
building’s energy use and lowers greenhouse gas emissions.

Installation
Unfortunately, a geothermal system is more expensive
to install compared to a conventional heating and air
conditioning system. But, a building’s annual costs would be
50 to 70 percent lower. It also reduces cooling costs of up to
40 per cent. Heating your water with this system creates even
more savings.
Each installed system has its payback period depending on the
building. The payback period is the time the installation costs
equal the savings. Factors in decreasing payback time include

the energy efficiency of the building and the age of the heating/
cooling system the geothermal system is replacing.
Every home is different and needs to be considered
individually. When estimating the heating and cooling load
for your home, the contractor will need to factor in such
things as insulation values, the number, placement and type
of windows. Also, the weather stripping and the general
efficiency of the home are considered. More money will be
saved on a system if a building is made more energy efficient.
A good contractor will be able to analyze the energy efficiency
of a home or cottage and design a cost effective system that
will not be a disappointment.
A cottager must think long-term when considering
geothermal. Large initial costs scare people away, but
government programs and long-term savings should win over
more doubters.
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Doctor. Adventurer. Giant.
A Lake of the Woods Superhero
Golden Age comic book character based on Winnipegger
by Rick Brignall
Gotham, Metropolis, Lake of the Woods.
One of these places might not seem to fit on a list of fantastical locations, but they’re all
connected to famous comic book heroes — Batman, Superman, Brok Windsor.
Brok Windsor?
Yes, Maple Leaf Publishing featured the adventures of Brok Windsor in the pages of Better
Comics, and the setting was Lake of the Woods.
Windsor became their most popular character, distributed to newsstands across Canada from
1944–46.
The storyline of Dr. Brok Windsor was that he was on an ordinary fishing trip on Lake of the
Woods when he found a lost island hidden behind magical mists. Crashing his canoe on the
shores of Chagua, Windsor discovers the powers of the island have changed him, increasing
his growth exponentially each night — and without a cure it will kill him.
Teaming up with Torgan, the son of the deposed leader of a technologically advanced
Blackpaw tribe living on the island, and the mysterious Starra, the imprisoned granddaughter
of an ancient ghost, Windsor sets out to find a cure. Along the way, he discovers intrigue and
treachery, fighting off the gruesome monsters of the island.
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One of Stables’ jobs was illustrating a Salisbury House
restaurant advertisement. Ralph Erwin, the owner of
Salisbury House, was a close friend of an interesting man
named Brock Windsor.
That certainly could have applied to Bob Windsor’s father. The
real-life Windsor had moved to Winnipeg in the mid-1920s
and married Geraldine Lydia Elliott from Kenora. They both
had a love of the outdoors.
Windsor’s first profession was as a piano tuner, but he became
excited about a new product called a radio. In 1929, he and his
friend, Alf Gostling, formed Windsor-Gostling Radio.
The 1930s were a tough time. Their business couldn’t
support both partners, but neither one could buy the other
out. It was agreed each partner would take extended time
off to reduce expenses.
The ‘real’ Brock (with a ‘c’) Windsor

Canadian comic book heroes were popular during the Second
World War because the War Exchange Conservation Act
banned the import of non-essential goods, including comic
books from the United States to Canada. This golden age of
Canadian comics only lasted until 1946 with the return of
American comics. Windsor became a lost hero.
That was until Winnipegger Hope Nicholson, a comic book
researcher and publisher, started to republish Canada’s
golden-age comic book heroes. Her first project brought
Nelvana of the Northern Lights back into print, the first
female comic book superhero.
Windsor became her next rediscovery project, and led to a
book that brought all the Brok Windsor comics together.
One surprising nugget Nicholson’s research turned up was the
fact the superhero was based on a real person.
The comic book character was created by Jack “Jon” Stables
and was based on Winnipeg’s Brock Windsor. (It’s not known
why the first name of the character was spelled different.)
Like a detective, Nicholson found Windsor’s family, who were
surprised about their link to a superhero.
“When Hope Nicholson first tracked us down, my first
reaction was that there has to be another Brock Windsor,
because we had no idea that any of this had been going on,”
said Bob Windsor, Brock Windsor’s son. “We simply had no
idea what she was talking about.
“I suspect that he didn’t know, either, because if Brock knew
about it, everybody in the city of Winnipeg would have known
about it. He was not a shy individual. If something was going
right, he wanted everybody to know about it.”
The inspiration for Brok Windsor may have come through
one of the comic creator’s early jobs. Stables was born in
England in 1912 and immigrated with his family to Canada
in 1919. They settled in Winnipeg, where he became an
artist. He would eventually do illustrations for newspapers
and magazines.

“He threw his canoe on a flat deck on the CNR train, took his
wife and said we are going to live in the bush and that the
train will let us off somewhere,” Bob said of his dad.
“Nothing intimidated him. I have never seen him afraid of
anything.”
His dad’s sense of adventure took him and his wife to camp
in the Lake of the Woods district on Canyon Lake. The only
other inhabitants in the area were an Ojibway settlement
in McIntosh. They settled on an island for two four-month
stays. He was known throughout his life as a great fisherman
and outdoorsman.
“My mother, Geraldine, was ill at the time they went into
the bush,” said Brock’s daughter, June Nattress, a longtime
cottager in West Hawk. “My dad would say that she had
tuberculosis and I fixed her up at the cottage.”
Her father’s survivalist lifestyle ended with the Second World
War. Gostling was an army reservist during his time away
from the business, eventually joining the army full-time. He
was killed soon after he landed on the beach in the Dieppe
Raid. Windsor had to focus on running Windsor-Gostling
Radio and it became one of the longest-running electronics
businesses in Western Canada.
Bob fondly remembers summers spent camping with his
parents on Trout Lake north of Kenora, and eventually
believed Brok was based on his dad.
“This comic book has really brought the families together,”
said Nattress, who has been chatting with relatives she hasn’t
seen for a while.
“The talk amongst our families, my children and
grandchildren looking at this, thinking, ‘What is that?’ They
are so excited that their grandfather was this amazing guy.”
The comic book also appears to have had an impact on its
creator.
By 1943, Stables was in Vancouver working for Maple Leaf
Publishing. For two years, he worked on the Brok Windsor
comic. When that series ended, he left Canada and settled
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in Washington State. He put the comic industry behind him,
and never told his family what he did. But, he must have had
lingering feelings of this time in his life as he named one of his
sons Brock.
Nicholson was excited about the discoveries she made while
researching the comic, including its design.
“Brok Windsor was strikingly better than most of his
contemporaries and I admired the boldness of the character.
I had never realized how gorgeous the comic was,” said
Nicholson, who previously had only basic knowledge of the
character.
“I spent some time tracking down issues of Brok Windsor so
I could see if the story would match the art, and I was elated
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to see that it was a fast-paced, fun read that featured genuine
humour and adventure.”
Through painstaking research she found every known Brok
Windsor story that was published. She even found a script for
a story that was never printed.
Nicholson’s research helped the Windsor families rediscover
a past that was becoming forgotten. Just as important, she
found a small remedy to cultural amnesia by reprinting Brok
Windsor’s tales.
Readers will not just enjoy the adventure, but will now think
twice about what will happen when they go out in their canoe
on Lake of the Woods and find their own magical island.
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CONSTRUCTION – BUILDING CONTRACTORS

Siding options that will define the look
of your cottage
Cottagers can choose from a variety of man-made and
natural products depending on their siding budget
The exterior of your cottage faces a ceaseless barrage of
threats from the hot sun, strong winds, precipitation in all its
forms and the bitter winter cold. As such, your cottage siding
must be strong and durable. But that doesn’t mean it can’t
be beautiful even decades into its life. Advancements in the
manufacture of siding materials and their installation have
improved both the look and longevity of products for the
exterior of today’s cottages.

techniques creates products that do a surprisingly fine job
in mimicking wood-grain lap siding, wood shingles and even
stone. Vinyl siding is lightweight and, because it’s easy to
handle, installation can be done quickly, saving labour costs.

If you’re in the market for cottage siding but don’t know where
to begin your search this guide can help you learn more about
the pros and cons of the most popular siding materials.

Cons: Because the standard panels are 12 feet long, the ends
of the panels must be overlapped, creating a noticeable
seam. The same stuff that makes vinyl so tough — poly
vinyl chloride or PVC — lasts for decades (if not centuries)
in landfills. Many manufacturers claim their products are
recyclable, but not many contractors take the time to remove
and recycle them properly.

Vinyl
Vinyl siding is tough and comes in an array of colours and
textures. Because the colour is throughout the material, nicks
and scratches don’t show up. Sophisticated manufacturing
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Pros: The material requires little or no maintenance and dirt
simply washes off. Never needs repainting. Vinyl has relative
low cost compared to other siding materials.

BUILDING DREAMS

CONSTRUCTION – BUILDING CONTRACTORS
Wood
Few building materials have the
natural charm and beauty of wood
clapboard and shingle siding. It boasts
a timeless beauty and many cottage
owners value the way its appearance
gradually changes in subtle ways.
Prized for its warmth and workability,
wood siding is the choice for a
premium renovation project.
Wood siding comes in many species
and grades. What you choose usually
depends on how you plan to finish
the siding. Using a clear sealer or
semi-transparent stain highlights the
grain, but you’ll need to select more
expensive grades of wood that are free
of knots and other blemishes. Choose
less expensive grades for use with
paint or opaque stains.
Wood can last generations with
dedicated maintenance. Clear finishes
should be reapplied every two years,
semi-transparent stains every three
years and paints every five years.
Pro: Wood is easy to cut and shape and be installed by
reasonably skilled DIYers. It’s a great-looking material prized by
architects, designers and cottage owners for its natural beauty.
Cons: Better grades of wood can be pricey. Diligent
maintenance adds to the overall cost. Proper maintenacne
includes power washing and staining and sealing whenever
the heat of the sun fades the finish or when the moisture
starts to turn to mold or mildew. Retrofitting with wood siding
requires removing existing siding materials.

Fiber Cement
Fiber cement has earned a reputation for stability and low
maintenance. It’s made from a mix of wood pulp, cement,
clay and sand and can be molded to mimic wood clapboard,
shingles, stucco and masonry. It readily accepts paint and
most manufacturers offer an array of factory-applied finishes.
Fiber cement siding will look cleaner and fresher for longer
compared to wood.
Pro: Fiber-cement siding resists expanding and contracting
with changes to humidity and temperature, so caulk and paint
really hold up. It’s fire resistant, insect-proof and it won’t rot.
Cons: Fiber-cement siding is flat out heavy and installation
requires special techniques and tools that add to the cost.

Wood Fiber
Engineered wood siding is a wood-composite product like
MDF. It is made of wood fibers, glue and other fillers. It’s tough,
strong and can stand up to extreme weather conditions. It
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Refinishing siding

comes in a variety of styles and textures, including beaded lap,
rough-sawn clapboard and look-alike wood shingles. It comes
ready-to-paint primed or with factory finishes. Wood fiber
siding positions itself as a cheaper alternative to fiber cement
and real wood, but with similar durability.
Pros: Easy to work with, no harmful dust. Its material makeup makes it impervious to insects.
Cons: The downfall with this type of siding material is that
the ends have to be sealed, other wise moisture can cause
swelling at the joints.

Synthetic Stone
Synthetic stone is made in molds from a mixture of cement,
sand and aggregates. Modern manufacturing techniques
insure that the finished product looks realistic. It mimics
any number of stone types, including granite and limestone,
and the variety of shapes and styles including split face, dry
stacked and round river rock. Although it’s not often used
to cover entire houses, it’s a popular choice as an accent,
covering lower portions of walls or chimney exteriors.
Pros: The look of real stone at a fraction of the cost.
Lightweight, so installation doesn’t require beefing up
foundation footings. Synthetic stone is fire and insect
resistant.
Cons: Although it costs less than real stone, synthetic stone is
still one of the more expensive siding options. Some people
also say it doesn’t look like the real thing.
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A comfy cottage is a well-insulated cottage
Insulation products have come a long way (and are a lot less itchy)
Cottages were once bare bones structures people escaped to
during the summer. They were never used like a year-round
home. But times are changing and they are now seen as a
four-season destination. To make them comfortable in these
colder temperatures, older cottages are being winterized and
new cottages built like they were homes in the city.
The key to a properly winterized cottage, and any regular
home for that matter, is proper insulation. Insulation helps
keep the cottage warm in the winter and cool during the
summer. It works primarily to slow the flow of heat.
There are two basic types of insulation — fiber and foam. They
come in various forms, each with its own set of advantages and
disadvantages concerning performance, installation, and cost.
One of the most important factors when dealing with
insulation is a product’s R-value — its resistance to heat flow.
The higher the R-value, the more resistant it is to heat flow.
The R-value of a product depends on the type of material, its
thickness, and its density. In a new home it is recommended
to have an R-value of R-20 in the walls and an R-value of R-40
in the ceiling.

installation. Problems include failing to account for settling
of the blown-in insulation or leaving gaps when installing
batts. It must also be installed alongside a vapour barrier like
polyethylene wrap. One of the advantages of fiber insulation is
that it is the most affordable type of insulation.

Fiber Insulation

Foam Insulation

Fiber insulation is available in either a blown-in or a batt
format. Everybody remembers the itchy pink fiberglass batt.
Thankfully newer fiber products do not have that problem.

Foam insulation comes as either rigid foam sheet or sprayed
foam.

Blanket fiber insulation products are flexible and made
primarily from mineral fibers like fiberglass or rock wool.
They all achieve an R-value of around R-3.2 per inch. They
are available in widths suited to the standard spacing of
wall studs and attic joists. During installation they must
be hand-cut and trimmed to fit wherever the joist spacing
is non-standard. The cottage owner can install this type of
insulation.
Blown-in loose fill can be made from cellulose, fiberglass, or
rock wool. It comes in the form of loose fibers or fiber pellets
that are blown in place using pneumatic equipment.
Loose-fill insulation is excellent for filling irregular or
inaccessible spaces. If properly installed, it can provide more
complete cavity coverage than batts because the fibers can
fill around wires, piping, and other obstructions. It performs
best in attics and enclosed spaces such as roofs where
space between the joists may be irregular or cluttered with
obstructions. R-value’s per inch for loose-fill insulation ranges
from R-2.2 for fiberglass to about R-3.23 for rock wool or
cellulose. Even though the cottage owner can install it, it is
best if an experienced installer blows it in.
The effectiveness of any insulation is dependent on proper
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Rigid foam insulation has a higher R-value than fiber insulation,
but its cost is also greater. These boards are lightweight and
easy to cut and handle. Fitting them into irregular spaces,
however, can be a tedious process. The best application of the
product is on the exterior of a cottage. It can also act as an air
and vapour barrier if the seams are well sealed.
Spray foam insulation is the fastest growing trend in home
building due to its ability to increase a building’s energy
efficiency. It is a method of sealing and insulating in a
spray that is applied like paint. Spray foam falls under two
categories — open cell and closed cell.
Open cell spray foam is referred to as half-pound or lowdensity foam. It cures soft and the irregular bubbles, which
form during the expansion reaction, become broken or open.
These pockets fill with air, making it have the same R-value as
dormant air, which is around R-3.6 per inch. Open cell foam is
not approved as a vapour barrier.
Closed cell foam is also called two pound or medium density
foam. It cures rigid and the millions of microscopic bubbles,
which form during the expansion reaction, remain closed and
intact. This creates a much higher R-value, around R-7 per
inch. Closed cell foam is approved as a vapour barrier because
it creates an airtight seal as it expands.
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Jewel of
the Lake
The Lake of the Woods and its seemingly endless islands and
shorelines have provided livelihood, adventure and entertainment
throughout the ages. From this unique and pristine natural beauty,
upon one of her northern most islands, a structure of pride and
perseverance has evolved. Herein stands the Royal Lake of the
Woods Yacht Club, steeped in history and intrigue.

Credit: Lake of the Woods

Museum

In the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, the north shore of Lake of the Woods became
one of the first cottage settlements in Canada. Boating activities were a mainstay of
entertainment, and campers would partake in various excursions along what is now
known as Rat Portage Bay and Safety Bay. One popular day long cruiser race that came
of this was the trip to Galt Island, a Sunday favorite of cottagers, as
Mr. Galt and his family would graciously host a picnic lunch at the island.

Credit: La
ke

of the Woo
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The races evolved and up to 6 separate classes or divisions were established based on the style and size of the
boats, from 23’, 5 crew vessels down to 14’ dingies. A club developed and as an active social club, it hosted other
activities like swimming, rowboat and gymkhana events.
Yacht Club Island was purchased in 1908 and a clubhouse and docks were built shortly after to accommodate
these growing commitments, incorporating in 1909 with over 150 members. Three committees were formed,
including a sailing committee, a motor boat committee and a house committee.
His Royal Highness and Princess Patricia visited the Yacht Club in 1914, where the suggestion that the title
of “Royal” be applied for. But it wasn’t until after delays brought on by the Great War and other fallbacks,
that Commodore G.F. Galt announced that the Duke of Connaught had extended the use of “Royal” to this
prestigious club, in 1925.
Ever since then, cottagers, locals and the like have participated in many activities around the club, as she
continued to evolve and expand. The Royal Lake of the Woods Yacht Club, with her expansive white verandas,
signature red roofed profile, terraced tennis courts and generous allotment of docking facilities, brings a sense
of pride and prestige as a well know landmark on the lake and a jewel which will continue to inspire and grow for
generations to come.

Built on Pride
It takes perseverance to build something that lasts and
stands the test of time. REMR Roofing has established itself
as the sound choice in roofing specialists, coming from three
generations of roofers committed to quality and service.
What sets REMR apart is the sense of family that exists within
its company. There is security in a strong sense of family just
as there is in having a solid roof over your head. In both cases,
the quality and integrity of that belief are integral to its strength and security. Each employee
shares a sense of pride and belonging with their coworkers. This teamwork attitude is proof of the
commitment that is responsible to putting their heart and soul into their work. Each member of the
REMR team carries a sense of pride about the work they’ve done, and the work they are going to
do, together. Much like the success from the teamwork of an experienced crew that works tightly together to
race in a sailing regatta, the tight knit unit of REMR employees bring years of experience to the job, dedicated to
doing the project right, every time.
Specializing in lake work, REMR is fully equipped to provide the best services to those properties only accessible
by boat. These qualities of workmanship and experience satisfy the expectations necessary to do the job, like the
roofing of the Lake of the Woods Yacht Club, with its expansive, multi ridged and gabled roofline; each employee
taking great pride, working safely and effectively and seeing to it that the job is done the best way possible.
With over a thousand roofs under its belt, REMR assures that customers will appreciate the quality of their work,
confident in the company’s commitment to excellence. Experience and teamwork come together to keep customers
satisfied, with a solid roof over their heads, and a great company to stand behind their work. It’s REMR’s commitment
to your job and its employees and the quality of their work that, like your roof, will stand the test of time.
Articles written by: Kelley Morrell

m

2053 Hwy 17 East, Kenora
CALL: 807.548.2811 or 807.223.5223 | WPG: 204.237.5401
FX: 807.548.2187 | E: remond@mymts.net

www.remrroofing.com
Matthew Kennedy, Media Management & Creative
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Evolution of
the boathouse
electrical system
Boathouses have certainly evolved over the
last hundred years. They were originally
built on chunky rock filled cribs and simply
housed a wood boat or two. A couple
porcelain lampholders in the ceiling and
a two-prong receptacle were all the power
that was needed. Each fall the boats were
lifted out of the water and secured with a
set of block and tackle.
It was a very simple time, but that has all changed. Next to a
new cottage build, a new boathouse is a major investment.
Its metal pipe foundation is drilled into the rock during
the winter to provide a solid base to build on. The interior
has storage rooms, work benches and boat lifts for all their
boats. Saunas and hot tubs find homes in this new space
close to the water.

Every finishing touch has been thought of except for new
boathouses electrical requirements. Cottagers still think all
the power that is needed amounts to a couple lights and a
plug. Boathouses now have more interior and exterior lights,
boatlifts, fridge plugs, convenience plugs placed along the
walls and workbench plugs for tools and battery charging.
Bigger loads include saunas, hot tubs, water pumps, plugs for
larger boat shoreline power and heaters.
At one time an electrician would easily bring up to 100 amps
from the main cottage panel to the boathouse sub-panel.
In some cases the boathouse would have its own 200-amp
service. But, the electrical codes have changed to go along
with the evolution of the boathouse.

DRILLING & DOCKS
JAKE GARROW
807-466-3613
customdrilling@kmts.ca
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A Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) must protect the
electrical supplying a boathouse or dock. The largest GFCI
available is rated at 60 amps. So, if the required load is greater
than 60 amps, two sources of power will be required. For
example, one supply circuit from the main panel would be
run for a hot tub and a second supply run for lights, plugs,
and other loads like boatlifts. New rules or not, it is best to
over estimate power requirements because you never know
what might happen in the future.
Another change in boathouse wiring came in how the
boatlifts are dealt with. Traditionally, a plug was installed
and the boatlifts were plugged in and used. The cable
was strapped and secured away from any moving parts.
The problem arises with the type of wire or cable used to
connect to the boatlift motor assembly. Cab-tire, or SJOW, is
an extension cord material. It cannot be strapped, secured
or supported by running it through holes. The electrical
inspector has requested that these boatlift motor assemblies
be rewired with teck cable. This cable can be strapped
in place and its armoured casing protects it from any
mechanical damage.
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Deciphering the tile marketplace
Finding the right tile for your project and, more importantly, budget
Tile is one of the most favourite design materials
for both kitchen and bathroom renovations. It is
valued for its beauty and cost-saving potential.
All tiles can be classified into four main types:
ceramic/porcelain, glass, quarry and stone.
Many consider ceramic tile to be the workhorse
of the title world. It is a low cost surfacing with
an almost infinite choice of styles. When we talk
about tile being cost effective, we are talking
about ceramic tile. While not all ceramic title is
cheap, it is possible to find bargain ceramic tile
which still can add to the beauty of your cottage.
Ceramic title starts with clay — shale, gypsum and
sand — and is worked into a material called bisque.
The bisque is shaped into tile and is fired in a kiln
heated up to 2500 Fahrenheit. The higher the
temperature, the stronger the tile will be.
By its very nature, ceramic tile is porous. So a
glaze must be applied to the tile and then the tile is fired
again to harden the glaze. Sometimes the glaze is applied
before the bisque is fired for the first time.
So the positive aspect of the manufacture of ceramic tile,
beside its possible cost-savings, is that it can be formed into
an infinite variety of colours and shapes because it is made
from scratch.
Porcelain is a variety of ceramic tile that is certified by the
Porcelain Tile Certification Agency (PTCA) as being either
porcelain or not. According to the PTCA, porcelain must
meet a higher standard of water absorption compared to
ceramic that is not designated as being ‘porcelain’. Thus
porcelain is a better candidate for high moisture areas next
to bathtubs and showers.
Glass tiles are bright, shinny, and beautiful and can create
showy, flashy and fun vertical surfaces. Glass mosaic often
associated with design trends of the early 2000s still holds
firm as the tile of choice for limited vertical surfaces that get
lots of attention, like kitchen and bathroom backsplashes.
Because it cracks under pressure, glass mosaic is not
appropriate for floors. Most mosaic glass comes attached to a
web backing that allows you to install multiple tiles at a time.
Glass tile has a sparkling, lustrous beauty that cannot
be matched in any other type of tile material. Glass is
impermeable to water and other substances including food
and dirt—making it extremely easy to clean and maintain.
Glass tiles are an excellent choice for wet spaces. Mold and
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mildew cannot grow on the surface of the glass and are less
likely to flourish in the caulking between tiles.
Quarry tile is a misleading name. The tiles themselves are
not sliced from a quarry like granite slabs. Quarry tile is a
very hard and is formed and fired in much the same way
as is used to make brick. They are typically harder than
ordinary clay bricks, due to the minerals used and the high
firing temperatures. Unlike clay terracotta, quarry tiles are
not porous and will resist water; and unlike ceramic tile and
porcelain, quarry tile does not have a surface glaze layer.
Many commercial buildings use quarry tile because it hides
stains well and is very durable. But that doesn’t mean that
quarry tiles are limited to strictly functional, work-a-day
spaces. Many homeowners install them when they want to
add a unique, warm feel to certain rooms in the home. While
you may not find quarry tiles in the bedroom, you can often
find them in a sunroom, entryway, or a kitchen.
Generally, you will not find the 12” x 12” or larger sizes that
you can find with ceramic tiles. Quarry tiles are most often
found in the 6” x 6” size, but can range up to 8” x 8”. One
distinguishing aspect of quarry tile is that it can have a
rougher texture, which provides great traction for exterior
applications. But you can also find quarry tile intended for
interior use that is surprisingly smooth and welcoming to
bare feet.
Stone is associated with all-natural beauty and is best used
in kitchens and bathrooms. The four main stone materials

CONSTRUCTION – MASONRY

include granite, slate, limestone and sandstone. Each stone
has it’s own unique properties and characteristics.
Granite is the hardest and densest construction grade stone
material. It can be polished smooth, honed flat or left in a
naturally gauged state. While it will be resilient to stains and
water penetration, it is somewhat porous and will need to be
sealed after installation to protect both the tiles and the grout
lines between them.
Slate is almost as hard as granite. Slate is a striated material
that consists of layers of flat, hard packed stone that are
compressed by the weight of the earth into solid pieces. This
gives the material a very strong structure, making it sound
against cracks and breaks. However, it is prone to some
chipping on title edges. Naturally porous like granite, slate will
also have to be sealed.
Limestone has a medium level of density relative to other
natural stones and is also porous requiring periodic
application of a chemical sealing agent. Limestone tends to
weather well, taking on an antique look over time.
Sandstone is an extremely porous material that needs to be
treated with multiple applications of a penetrating surface
sealer and a chemical sealing barrier on a regular basis.
Sandstone is generally not recommended for bathrooms or
other humid, moist environments.

There are a lot of similarities between ceramic tiles and the
various natural stone materials that are available. They are
both hard surface options which are durable, reliable, and can
last for years in numerous environments.
Glazed ceramic is generally going to be the right choice if
you want a low maintenance, stain resistant hassle free
hard surface material. However, ceramic is not a completely
natural product and while it can mimic the look of stone, it is
not able to fully reproduce it. For this reason, people often opt
for the less durable natural option, in order to increase the
authenticity of the environment they are building.

SophistiKated
S T O N E
Custom Fireplaces, Cultured Stone
Stucco & More

807-466-8087
kevmui@ hotmail.com

STONE . BRICK . BLOCK . TILE . CUSTOM
807 464 3587 .
SEaNCOdEa@hOTMaIL.COM
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A cottage with a cool tin roof
Seven things to know before choosing a metal roof

If your current shingled cottage roof has seen better days,
consider these metal roofing pros and cons before you patch
or replace it. You may find highly efficient, low maintenance
metal roofs are just right for your cottage.

Pro: Metal roofs are durable and long lasting
Compared to asphalt, metal is a far more durable and
longer-lasting option for cottage roofs. In fact, most cottage
owners who choose to install a metal roof on their cottage
will never have to think about re-roofing again. A properly
installed metal roof typically will last as long as the cottage.
Thanks to the material’s unique durability, you can count
on it to withstand the elements, including wind gusts and
light hailstorms. They will not corrode nor crack thanks to
rustproof coatings.
Unlike asphalt, metal roofing is 100 percent unaffected by the
growth of mildew, fungus and moss. These growths not only
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look extremely undesirable, but they can also dramatically
shorten the lifespan of an asphalt roof.

Con: Metal roofs are more expensive
The many years of service that a metal roof promises comes
at a higher price. They simply cost more than a traditional
asphalt roofing material. That’s not to say that cottage owners
won’t recoup money on their initial investment. You might
have to pay for replacing a conventional asphalt shingle roof
several times over the lifespan of your cottage. A high quality
metal roof could very likely be the last roof your cottage will
ever need. As the saying goes, “You get what you pay for.”

Pro: Metal roofs are environmentally friendly
Traditional asphalt shingles are a petroleum product and,
as such, increase our dependency on fossil fuels. Plus, they
require replacement every 15 to 25 years. In the United States
it is estimated nearly 20 billion pounds of old asphalt shingles

CONTRUCTION – EAVESTROUGH/ROOFING

are sent to the landfill each year. Metal roofs
are considered a more sustainable alternative
for a number of reasons. They consist of at
least 25 percent recycled material and are 100
percent recyclable themselves.

EAVESTROUGHING

.

Con: Metal roofs can be dented
Although today’s metal roofs are designed to
withstand decades of abuse from extreme
weather, including heavy snow and ice, both
of which slide right down the slick metal
slope rather than linger and cause leakage,
some metal can still be dented by large hail or
falling branches. On the other hand, asphalt
shingles can be damaged by winds or even
blown off the roof if they have been poorly
installed.

.
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ALUMINUM CLADDING
FREE ESTIMATES

Mark Hiebert
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Pro: Metal roofs are energy-efficient
Money spent on the installation of a metal
roof can be recouped from the savings in
monthly cooling and heating costs thanks to
this type of roof’s reflective properties. Metal
roofs reflect solar radiant heat instead of
absorbing it, which can reduce cooling cost by
as much as 25 percent.
They can also provide important benefits
in a cold environment. Ice dams can be a
significant problem. They occur when there is
a combination of insufficient insulation and
vapour-barrier and poor ventilation. An ice
dam is a wall of ice, which builds along the
eaves of the cottage. It will eventually build up
and push back under the roof shingles, where
it may leak into the house. All this can be
avoided by installing a metal roof, no shingles
for the ice to back up under.
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Con: Metal roofs can be noisy
Metal roofs can be noisier than other types of roofing,
especially during a heavy rain or thunderstorm.

Pro: Metal roofs are stylish
Today’s metal roofs are a far cry from the corrugated tin barn
roofs. They are available in various materials in a dizzying
array of colours, finishes and shapes.
Many people are put off by the idea of buying a metal roof
because it will be more expensive than choosing a cheaper
option such as asphalt shingles. If your cottage is a long-term
investment, it would be best to go with metal as you know
at some point asphalt shingles will require replacement, not
to mention all the other positive benefits of a metal roof. You
will have peace of mind in knowing that your roof will provide
a durable and waterproof protection barrier for your cottage.

cabins | sheds | garages

SUPPLY AND INSTALL

vinyl siding | metal

roofing | windows
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Back-up
emergency power
at the cottage
Keeping the lights on during
a power outage
Prolonged power outages seem to have become more
common at the cottage these days. It can become a desperate
situation if outages last up to a week in duration. After
cleaning out the fridge and eating all the melting ice cream,
cottagers may start thinking about the situation and how
attached they are to electricity. This is when a back-up
emergency power system becomes the next project to tackle.
A cottager with a back-up power system will never have
to worry about sitting in the dark during a power outage.
Depending on needs and budget, these systems can be sized
to power up just a few lights or every electrical device in the
cottage. The most important feature of any system is the
ability to tie into your cottage’s electrical system safely.
One of the most hazardous things you could do is hook a
generator straight to the cottage’s electrical system. Fireworks
will ensue if utility power is restored to your cottage when a
generator is simultaneously doing the same thing. The key
to any back-up system is isolating these two power sources
from each other. This is done with a transfer switch, either
automatic or manual. How the system isolates the power,
transferring it between utility and generator, also goes handin-hand with the style and size of the system.
Here are three options for a cottage emergency back-up
system.

Full coverage
Whole-house power distribution systems power everything
in a cottage as though they were using normal utility power.
The generator and transfer switch must both be sized for this
power draw. In this system both the utility power and the
generator power are diverted through the transfer switch,
which isolates each power source. With a large system the
transfer switch is usually automatic so that it transfers the
power from utility to generator instantly during an outage.

All the essentials
An essential-loads power distribution system supplies
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electrical power only to devices you’ll need during a power
outage. These devices are wired through a secondary,
essential-loads distribution panel. A transfer switch separates
the two panels (essential and main panel), and controls the
essential-load panel power source. This transfer switch can
be either manual or automatic, and is fed from both the
main electrical panel and the generator. During a power
outage both panels, regular and essential, will be without
utility power. In a manual system you haul out the portable
generator, plug it into the manual transfer switch, start
the generator and flip the switch from utility to generator,
thereby energizing the essential load panel and all the devices
connected into it. In an automatic system you just have to
wait for the standby-automatic generator to fire up, transfer
switch to automatically switch over and give you power
automatically. The essential-load distribution method allows
for a smaller generator and transfer switch, as it will not be
controlling as much wattage. Sometimes the transfer switch is
an integral part of the essential loads panel. Compared to the
whole-house system, this is a more economical system that is
easier to retrofit.

Optimal option
A stand-by style generator can power both the wholehouse and essential back-up systems. This style generator
is installed beside the building and available to power up
at any time. During a power outage, even if you are not
there, the automatic transfer switch turns the generator on.
When utility power is restored, the transfer switch turns the

MECHANICAL – ELECTRICAL
generator off. This style generator gives optimal protection to
a cottage, especially if the owner’s not there.

Easy connection
A product called Generlink is another option for emergency
power at the cottage. The Generlink is installed at the
electrical meter base without any rewiring. Installation
takes minutes — the utility disconnects the power, the
electrical meter is pulled, the Generlink product is pushed
into the meter base, the electrical meter is pushed into the
Generlink, and power is reconnected.
During a power interruption all a cottager needs to do is
connect a generator to the Generlink and then start the
generator. The Generlink will disconnect the cottage from
the utility grid. The generator would now power the cottage.
An indicator light will tell the cottager when utility power
is back on line. Once the cottager turns off the generator,
Generlink will switch the cottage back to utility power.
Installation, when coordinated with the electrical utility,
takes minutes.
Picking a back-up emergency power system requires
research in buying the proper generator and transfer
switch. They need to correspond in size so that neither
is overloaded. Now, with a proper system, a cottager can
choose when they want to sit in the dark and enjoy the
night sky.

IMAGINE YOUR LIFE WITHOUT POWER.
GENERATORS PROVIDE

Refrigeration/freezer for food & medicines
Furnace | Air conditioning
Lighting, inside & outside
Clean water for drinking & bathing
Sump pump | Kitchen appliances
Internet | cell phone chargers | TV | radio
Washing & drying clothes | Fans
Security system | Garage door opener
Medical equipment
Charging power tools for use during the
emergency and post-outage cleanup

GENERATOR MONITORING

Reduces 95% of “fail to start” events
Keeps HVAC, appliances, etc running
Proactive about generator maintenance
Internet reliability and security

Generator Sales & Service Dealer

Generator Monitor Dealer

1025 Railway St. (PO Box 2010)
Kenora, ON P9N 3X8
Phone 807-468-8813
Fax 807-468-3761
www.bowmanelectric.com
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Winter water
at the cottage
Self-regulating Heat-Line
is the energy-efficient solution to keep
the water running
Cottagers in the Lake of the Woods area are starting to realize
that the cottage experience doesn’t end during fall close up,
but can last all winter long. Ice roads on the lake and wellmaintained country roads have given cottagers no excuse not
to use their cottages year-round.
An insulated cottage with a heating source makes things
comfortable on those cold winter nights playing board games,
but it is still not the cottage they left in the fall. As the cold
dash to the outhouse makes you think twice about the winter
cottage scene, it may over time make you start wondering
what could be done to make things more comfortable.
An electrically heated toilet seat may be the first thing that
comes to mind, but running water in the winter quickly
becomes a part of the yearly cottage up-grade conversation. It
becomes an important part of increasing the winter comfort
level as many cottagers haul water from the city, while others
drill a hole in the ice and bucket it up to their cottage.
When hauling water starts to lose its luster it may be time to
invest in an in-pipe water heating system that lets cottagers
have running water whenever they go to the cabin for a
snowy winter weekend.
Just like anything dealing with a house or cottage, trying
to get winter water shouldn’t be done without the proper
planning and research into what in-pipe heating system will
fit your needs. An improper set-up might leave a cottager
worse off, and having to repair his mistakes the next summer.

Self-regulating systems
Self-regulating in-pipe water heating cables automatically
adjust heat output at each point microscopically along their
length. Put simply, heat is applied where and when it is needed.
One popular brand of self-regulating heating cable is a product
called Heat-Line. The Heat-Line cable is inserted directly
into the waterline. It is made up of two wires separated by a
temperature-sensing core. As the temperature cools inside the
waterline, the core contracts microscopically. This contraction
decreases resistance and increases the power output. At that
point along the cable that power output is transformed into
heat and protects the waterline from freezing.
As the heating cables warm, the core expands microscopically.
This expansion increases resistance to electrical flow and
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causes the heater to reduce its power output. The heating
cable increases its output in response to cold and decreases
heat output in response to warmth. This type of system won’t
overheat or burn out, becoming a safe and possible energy
efficient way to get winter running water.
When ordering, the cottager must measure the length needed
to protect the waterline from the cottage to a point where the
waterline extends to below the low water mark ice thickness.

Thermostat controlled
Instead of letting the physics of an expanding and contracting
core self-regulate the temperature of a heating cable,
cottagers rely on another type of in-pipe heating system that
is controlled by a thermostat and its sensor that runs along
a part of the outside of the waterline. This is the original
method to get winter water.
When activated, traditional thermostat controlled in-pipe
heating systems, sometimes referred to as pyro, produces
heat along the entire length of the cable. It is very effective
in thawing out a complete system for use, but not as energyefficient compared to self-regulating products which heat as
needed, where needed, instead of along the entire length of
the heating cable.

Similarities
Both types of in-pipe heating systems are effective in giving a
cottage running water in the winter months, and except for
their different inner workings they have similar installation
techniques. They all are pushed into the waterline and
interfaced with the cottage’s existing plumbing with a
compression fitting.
All in-pipe heating systems must be Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter (GFCI) protected.
With all the systems, the key to making them work properly
and making them as energy efficient as possible is to make
sure they are well insulated — more insulation along the line
will keep the heat at the pipe, therefore keeping the waterline
freeze protected for a longer period before the in-pipe heating
cable cuts in.
Burying the cable is one way to provide insulation, as is
closed-cell thermal insulation. One of the most effective ways
to insulate a waterline is to cover it with straw and then a
tarp. The straw keeps the heat from dissipating away and the
tarp keeps the straw out of the weather.

Final thoughts
As said at the beginning, installing an in-pipe heating system
isn’t something you want to jump into blindly. Do your
homework and make sure your cottage is ready to accept the
system, which may involve some non-plumbing up-grades to
heating and insulation.
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PIPE FREEZE PROTECTION

Retro-Line®

Reliable internal and external
heating cable solutions for:
Water Supply Pipes

Gravity Fed Drains

Septic Pipes

Roof & Gutter
and more!

Sump Pump Lines

Paladin & EXT Series®

Retro-DWS/FM®

807-548-1339
FULL LAKE SERVICE
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No water – no problem
The steps to troubleshoot a submersible pump water system
by Rick Brignall
One of the most common emergency calls from a cottager
involves their water system. There might be a body of
water in front of the cottage, but suddenly the system to
pump from it is lost. Now, like a doctor trying to figure out
a mysterious illness, you must go through the water system
step-by-step to troubleshoot the problem and find a remedy.
It can be frustrating because the problem could be at any
point in the system.
You should start trouble-shooting at one end of the system
and systematically work your way to the other end. It’s a
simple process of elimination of what could be wrong until
you actually find the problem.
This troubleshooting starts with the pressure switch, located
at the pressure tank. When the water pressure drops, it
closes a set of points that tells the motor to start pumping.
There are usually two sets of wires at the switch — the line
wire (power entering the switch) and load wire (power
leaving the switch to the pump motor control box). This
initial test requires the power to stay on. With a voltage
tester, place one tester lead on each set of point screws. On
the line wires you should read the proper voltage depending
on your pump — 115 or 230 volts. If you don’t read the
proper voltage across the points, the problem is before
the pressure switch. Check to make sure any disconnect
switches are turned on and the breaker is working properly.
Water pumps require a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter
(GFCI) breaker. Test the GFCI breaker to make sure it is
providing the proper voltage to the circuit. Sometimes the
GFCI breaker malfunctions and needs to be replaced.
If voltage is present, we must do an amperage test. This test
will tell us whether or not the pump is pumping. With a
clamp amp probe, with the power turned on, carefully clamp
it around a single black wire in the pressure switch. If the
pump is pumping it will read 10–12 amps for a 115-volt pump
or 5–7 amps for a 230-volt pump. If the pump is pumping,
but no water, the problem is mechanical damage along the
waterline, not electronic — there might be a hole in the water
line. If no amperage is present, the problem can still be either
mechanical or electrical.
The next stage of troubleshooting takes place at the motor
control box. With the power on, take the cover off and
test for voltage across the L1 and L2 terminals. If voltage
is present there might be something wrong with the
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electronics in this control box. There are ways to test the
motor relay and capacitor, but it is much easier to just
replace it with a new one. Plug in a new cover and you
will know almost instantly if you have water again. There
is a good chance this will cure the problem, as the motor
control box is the weakest link in the system.
If this doesn’t work, the problem may be between the
motor control box and submersible pump. There can be
a hole in the water line, the electrical wires running to
the pump might be damaged, or the pump itself might
be malfunctioning. This is the part every troubleshooter
dreads because the pump and water line must be pulled
from the water for inspection.
With the pump out of the water disconnect the wires from
the pump, just at the connections, making sure there are still
long leads coming from the motor. Check to see if there is
power reaching the motor by doing a voltage test.
Next, with the power off, a resistance check, what
electricians call ‘ringing out the wires’ or ohming out the
wires, is done to make sure all the wires are intact. It could
be that one of the wires is broken at some point along the
line. Connect two wires at one end, at the motor control
box, then at the other end with a voltage meter set to the
resistence setting, put one lead of the tester to one wire and
the other lead to the second wire. If the tester rings it means
those two wires are good. If it doesn’t it means either one or
both wires are broken. This is why you must do a variety of
tests with different combinations of wires to see if a specific
one is broken. Through the process of elimination if a wire
doesn’t ring out then the electrical wire between the motor
control box and the motor will need to be replaced.
If the wiring is okay, it is pretty much a safe bet the motor
needs replacing.
Other pump problems include a pump cycling on and off.
This is usually the sure sign there is a hole somewhere
along the waterline. The system gets up to pressure and
then drains itself empty, making the pump run constantly
to fill the tank.
Cottagers who are not comfortable using electrical testers
should contact an electrician or plumber to troubleshoot the
system.
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Finding your cottage style
Most any place can use a helping of cottage coziness as long as the goal
is to create an inviting interior with a carefree well-lived-in look

So you bought a new cottage. Congratulations. Of course,
once the excitement of acquiring your new investment
wears off, you might be perplexed about how you’re going to
decorate and furnish it.
Historically, cottages have been the graveyard for the stuff
no longer needed in the city. How do you avoid this and turn
your new favourite place into the dream space you imagined
before taking possession? It is time to get in touch with what
will be your own cottage style. And, surprisingly, there is a
design style distinct to cottages.

More infused with a spirit than put together according to a set
of rules, cottage style interiors have a happy informality. Cottage
style, or what is often referred to as shabby chic, got its humble
beginnings from the look of coastal, country and lake cottages
decorated with furnishing and décor that were leftovers or castoffs from the main house. Cottage owners took their old, worn
items and slipcovered or painted them and often used them
in new, unique ways. Unbeknownst at the time to these frugal
and carefree cottage owners, this led to one of the first boons of
‘recycled’ furnishing and ‘green decorating’ trends.

Custom Residential Design Services
BCIN Number for Building Permits

Providing Service to NW Ontario Since 2009.
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807 547 5755

www.blueprintsdesignandconsultinginc.com
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Rooms are airy and intimate at the same time, with nooks
and alcoves that offer both curl-up day dreaming spots and
space-saving built-in storage. From colourful, weathered paint
to warm stained wood, finishes are touchable rather than
hands-off and only get better with age. These spaces often get a
dose of nostalgic charm from vintage-look fixtures and fittings,
hardware and woodwork details that seem to turn back the
clock on today’s high stress high-tech lifestyle. Most any place
can use a helping of cottage coziness as long as the goal is to
create an inviting interior with a carefree well-lived-in look.

be made to look old. Wall-to-wall carpet can be too perfect for
this style, yet tile is okay. Covering any type of flooring with
vintage area rugs is another way to get the cottage look.

Window treatments
Since cottage style is informal, windows should look bright
and airy. Consider lace instead of heavy drapes or sheers
instead of opaque panels. For privacy, if you need it, pick up
simple shades that can hide away during the day.

Fabrics

In the 1980s, entrepreneur Rachel Ashwell identified this look
and coined the decorating style phrase “Shabby Chic” which
is now a registered trademark. The cottage or shabby chic
style is a comfortable and casual decorating style, originally
made to withstand wet swimsuits and crowds of people with
barbeque-slathered plates. Though collectibles and antiques
are a huge component of this style, nothing should be too
precious or too pretty.

Cottage décor usually calls for a mix of fabrics used for
slipcovers, upholstery, curtains, draperies, table shirts, pillows
and more. Coordinate a variety of prints like floral, stripes,
checks and plaids for a collected look. Slipcovered furniture
is also very popular in a cottage look, offering relaxed and
easily updated furnishings. Throws for snuggling under can
be tossed anywhere.

The main characteristics of the cottage or shabby chic
decorating style are simplicity and casualness. Items have
a soft, comfortable appeal. Though items can be well loved
or even weathered and warm, a shabby chic space is never
dated or tattered.

While there can be many colours and patterns in a cottage
style setting, it’s good to have a unifying theme. Rustic style,
with twig or rough-hewn wood furniture, works well with
forest colours — greens, rust and golden tones. For a lake
house style, try beachy colours of soft blues and sandy beiges
with lots of whites.

Re-used vintage items

Colour and pattern

In cottage décor, pieces are often adapted from one use to
another. For example a bench might serve as a coffee table
and an old kitchen cupboard can hide towels in a bathroom,
or a kitchen table might become a desk. You might also reuse
a section of old wooden or iron fence to serve as a headboard.
To fit into the scheme the piece just needs to look old and
loved with signs of wear-and-tear.

Accessories

Flooring

It’s now time to start collecting your favourite style of handme-downs and treasures to create a unique cottage to call
your own.

Flooring in cottage style homes are often informal and even
imperfect. Bare wood floor are a good option. New wood can
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Small engine
maintenance
The key to stress-free yard work
The cottage is supposed to be a refuge from that life-revolving
four-letter word — work. Any hint of work at the cottage is
usually hidden away in the tool shed. In amongst the old
pliers, coffee cans full of bent nails, and rusty handsaws
are the lawnmower and chainsaw. Unfortunately, these
precision instruments become neglected and blamed for
their poor performance. It’s usually the cottager’s fault for not
performing the needed preventative maintenance.

Lawnmower maintenance
Like cutting the grass, lawnmower maintenance is very
simple. Most lawnmowers are four-cycle engines, meaning
the oil is not mixed with the gas. The engine oil should be
changed every year to make sure it’s free of contaminants.
The spark plug should be replaced or cleaned to make the
engine easier to start. To help the engine run better the air
filter should be cleaned. An accordion style paper filter can
be blown out by compressed air, while a foam filter needs to
be washed out. You need to have a sharp blade when cutting
grass, otherwise it tears not cuts the grass.

kenora

All makes &
models

Expert repairs

Collision & glass
service

Chainsaw maintenance
Chainsaw maintenance can be broken down into two
categories — yearly and periodic.
Every year the chainsaw spark plug should be cleaned or
replaced and the air filter cleaned. Before each use the chain
oil level should be checked and topped up. The chain should
be tensioned until snug, yet able to be turned by hand. The
oil port at the rear of the bar becomes clogged and should be
cleaned out with a wire.
Like any cutting implement, how sharp it is makes a
difference on how well it works. A sharp chain cuts with very
little force on the bar, while a dull chain tends to ride in the
cut without deepening it. But don’t buy a new chain when
the old one is dull. It only takes 10 to 15 minutes to properly
sharpen the chain.
A chainsaw chain has two parts — cutter and raker. A round
file is used to sharpen the cutter and a flat file to file down
the raker.
The cutter on a chain has a semi-circle cutting edge in a specific
diameter. To sharpen them you must use a round file of the
same diameter. Start by marking the first cutter. With the
round file, make a stroke, maintaining the proper angle on
the cutter, usually 30 or 35 degrees, keeping it parallel to the
ground and away from your body. Make 5 or 6 outward strokes
and then stop. Continue sharpening until you come around
and reach the one you originally marked. The cutting-angle on
the cutters reverses direction every other tooth. Once you are
done one side, shift to sharpen the opposite angled cutters.
The rakers are located in front of each cutter and acts like a
depth gauge to control how deep the cutters can bite. They
are a hair shorter than the tip of the cutter. After repeated
sharpening the cutter can become level with the raker and
keep the saw from cutting. The raker height should be filed
down with a flat file.
Work at the cottager is still work, but with properly maintained
tools, it should make for a less frustrating weekend.

where accidents unhappen ®
CARSTAR Kenora
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The hauling trucks of the lake
Big or small, barge companies are a vital lifeline for water access cottages across the region
by Elsie Neufeld
The barges, even from shore, catch your attention or maybe just
your nosey curiosity. You can see what they are carrying — one
pulls away with a backhoe on deck, another pulls in with some
interesting salvage, another pulls out with building supplies.
Barges are the godsend of the water-access-only property
owners and are one of the most fascinating vessels on Lake of
the Woods; not fast or flashy, definitely slow, it is the hauling
truck of the water.
“Our barge can handle loads up to 4,000 pounds, we can take
all types of building materials, ATVs, furniture, appliances, etc.”
explained Dale Winchester of Lake Freight Services.
It is a short season, making for long days. “We start at first light
and need to be back before dark, as we don’t have lights on the
barge.” That can be a very long day in northern Ontario.
There is nothing routine about the work on the lake during
the short summer season, he said. The barge goes out as calls
from property owners come in. The work usually serves camp
owners looking to clean up some garbage or getting building
supplies out to their camps. Some loads are more challenging
than others, like the steel I-beams that had to be rolled on and
off the barge. And the weather is a big factor.
“I really enjoy being on the lake and meeting new people.
Everyone is usually happy to be at their camps so they are
pretty relaxed,” Winchester said.
The barge heading out with the big beige tank on its deck
is the septic barge, run by Wayne Warkentin of Lake of the
Woods Septic Barge. He, too, enjoys the lake and the people he
encounters during the day.

Warkentin said most of his work is routine work pumping out
of septic fields, holding tanks and outhouses, but sometimes
emergencies arise.
“There are always a couple of times a year when I have to drop
everything and head out.” Septic field emergencies, when the
field or the tank has plugged up, typically happen when there
is a house full of guests.
Like Winchester, Warkentin keeps a close eye on the weather.
He has been caught in bad weather and knows the barge
is safe, but he prefers to avoid being out in bad conditions.
Having the only septic barge on Lake of the Woods, he does all
the island work.
To access septic fields from the barge, the barge is equipped
with a 400 ft. length of hose. In two years of running the
septic barge, he has found only one property that he couldn’t
reach. He is now looking at buying another length of hose.
Barges, the hauling trucks of the lake, can adapt to what lake
life asks of them.

Lakefreight
Barging
BarGinG service on Lake of tHe WooDs
10’x20’ barge for rent with or
without operator
Hourly & daily rates
Discount for multiple-day rental
Great for oversize items that won’t
fit in your boat!

“There are crappy moments on the lake,” he said. “But for the
most part it is a great job, out on the lake and meeting great
people. They are always happy to see me.”

BARGING
JAKE GARROW
807-466-3613
customdrilling@kmts.ca

Located at
check out our newly renovated
store with more convenience
store items, boating accessories
and two Bears apparel.

807-467-1644 dale@lotwdocking.ca
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Two-stroke vs. four-stroke outboard motors
unparalleled fuel economy. A big boat or heavy loaded boat
can benefit from the torque of a four-stroke outboard.

Lubrication differences
Two-strokes internal components receive lubrication from
oil mixed into the fuel. A four-stroke outboard’s lubrication
system is like a car, complete with oil pan and filter. Typically,
a two-stroke is lighter than a similar sized four-stroke engine
because the two-stroke method of operations doesn’t
require a valve train – camshaft, valves, belt or chain. A twostroke outboard can often accelerate faster than the same
horsepower, to that difference in weight.

Bottom line

Both outboard motor technologies are solid and highly
evolved. Each style has it’s own set of advantages and
disadvantages.

Two-stroke outboards
For many years, two-stroke outboards suffered a reputation
as fuel-slurping, dirty-exhaust motors. That has changed. The
days of heavily mixed gas are over and the distinct smell of a
running outboard will be forgotten.

Fuel economy and speed are comparable between a two and
four stroke outboard. Two-strokes tend to weigh less, giving
them the ability to accelerate faster. Four-strokes tend to be
quieter and have more torque than a two-stroke outboard.
Four-strokes do not consume oil to lubricate the engine parts,
so they are much simpler to operate, just keep the fuel tank
full. The oil if the crankcase and oil filter need to be changed
at least once a season.

In a two-stroke engine, the fuel-air mixture enters the
combustion chamber via an opening in the side of the
cylinder. The exhaust exits through another port in the
cylinder. Initially, two-stroke engines used carburation to
control the fuel-air mixture. But, carbureted outboards
aren’t very efficient. They use a lot more fuel and can be
cantankerous creatures.
Today’s top of the line two-stroke engines us a computerized
Direct Fuel Injection (DFI) system to precisely regulate the
fuel air mix to suit the operating conditions. That results in
amazing performance gains as well as greater fuel economy
and low emissions.
Two-strokes aren’t a dying breed. The fact is, carbureted twostrokes are going away due to their inability to comply with
increasingly stringent emission legislation. However, the DFI
two-stroke outboard are thriving and remain popular.

Four-stroke outboards
Four-stroke outboards use an engine very similar to an
automobile. The air-fuel mixture flows into the combustion
chamber through intake valves and the exhaust leaves
the engine via exhaust valves. The majority of fourstroke outboards feature sophisticated computer engine
management systems and fuel injection. This creates
an engine that creates more torque, low emissions and

• Servicing all makeS
of Stern drive and
outboardS
• boat topS &
upholStery
• fiberglaSS repair
• inSurance work
• mobile Service
• boat Storage
• boat reStoration

Ken Cavanagh
Over 30 years marine experience

807-548-7540 kencavanagh@bellnet.ca
5005 acres West, hwy 17 W, Kenora
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What can cranes
do for you?
by Shelley Bujold

It may not seem like hiring a crane is
economical in building situations, but it can
save a lot of time and cost of hiring many
people to do the same job.

Building on a
cottage property
can be a logistical
challenge that’s
very different
from building a
home with town
services, easy
road access and
cleared land. You
have to consider
the footprint you
have to build on
and the room
for machinery
needed for the
build.
Often it involves
using a crane to help lift components of the cottage. This
includes roofing materials, beams, rafters, logs for a log home
or even the whole prefab module home. Contractors for these
builds are generally the ones who take control dealing with
crane operations, but it’s important to have an idea of how
heavy machinery plays a role in constructing your dream
getaway.

Training
Crane operators, or hoisting engineers, are highly trained
to operate safely and efficiently. Jarred Lafreniere of Jarnel
Contracting apprenticed on crane equipment for six thousand
hours and took schooling. This amounted to about four years
of training in order to qualify. Safety of the crew, the operator,
the machinery and anyone else on site is his number one job.
Training also ensures that operators know what they can and
can’t lift because if the crane doesn’t have enough counter
balance it could tip or have a mechanical failure causing
damage to product and create an unsafe work environment.
“As a crane operator you always have to check your rigging,
slings and different sizes you have to work with,” he said.

Safety
The operation of a crane has many additional safety aspects
beyond making sure the equipment is in good order. Using
a crane can be much safer for the building crew. Lafreniere
said crews working on a roof would spend less time on the
roof installing trusses one at a time. A crane can lift truss
sections of ten to twenty assembled on the ground, and
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then lift them in
place for install.
It creates less
chance of falling
accidents. There
are situations
where many
workers have
to lift together
to move heavy
materials which
may result in
injuries should
it go wrong,
whereas a crane
can complete the
job mechanically
and safely. Where
the materials are going is also a concern.
“When you think of cottages, as far as safety goes it definitely
plays a big part,” said Lafreniere on the subject of terrain.
Declines and inclines, trees and rocks can mean installing
something like a hot tub a safety risk for workers, but with a
crane it can simply be lifted up and over a building, if need be.

Economical and efficient
It may not seem like hiring a crane is economical in building
situations, but it can save a lot of time and cost of hiring
many people to do the same job.
“You’re able to pick it up, go over a building and reach to the
other side. You can’t carry it up and over,” he said, adding
that it may mean you don’t have to take out railing, widen
staircases or cut trees to allow for the room to move big
objects.
It’s also more efficient. Lifting heavy materials by hand can
mean extra scaffolding, more bodies and more time to install,
which can add up over the course of the build. Cranes can
also dramatically make tricky lifting easier like big timber
frame beams, large bundles of wood, sculptures or anything
that’s an awkward shape or size.

Log homes
Using a crane is an essential part of assembling a log home
and Lafreniere is quite experienced. In addition to working
with local companies, he’s been a major part of two Pioneer
Log Homes of BC builds — the company behind the Timber
King television show. One of them was featured on the
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television show. He said in six and a half days they assembled
that log home which consisted of six to seven hundred logs.
Each log was milled and assembled in advance and shipped
as a package. It’s up to the carpenters and crane operators
to install each one in exactly the right order. On the build, it
meant long days of rigging with both their small (45,000 lbs.)
and large (80,000 lbs.) cranes.
“It’s planned out pretty good. They were fun to work with,
they’re fast, no breaks, long hours, but yeah, it’s a lot of fun!”
He was nervous at first with the TV cameras on him, but after
a short time it was business as usual.

Module homes and cottages
Many cottagers are looking to make their getaway dreams
come true without having to endure a full construction site
demolition and build. Module homes come in pre-assembled
pieces with everything installed like kitchens, bathroom
fixtures, flooring and sometimes, even appliances. The pieces
are placed on the foundation at the property site and then
properly fixed together. Crane operators like Lafreniere are
the key to a smooth install.
“You’re just trying to get it done as efficiently as possible. It’s
cool to see homeowners light up once it is together.”

He said homes often come in two pieces, but he worked on
one project in Sioux Lookout that was in seven sections and
one in Red Lake that was five.

Planning
All of this takes planning. Lafreniere said it’s important to talk
to crane operators ahead of a build if you know they’re going
to be used in the building process at some point. This could
mean your contractor will handle it, but if you’re doing the
general contracting yourself, it’s important to take this step.
Operators and companies can work with you to ensure they
can get the crane to where you need it, even if that means
barging to an island or what type of crane to use.

Going even higher!
Some contractors might even recommend using a helicopter
to lift into awkward places or islands. This may seem
completely out of the budget but consider what you’re saving.
Using a helicopter cuts the time down to a fraction of using
workers. They can lift big bundles of shingles onto very high
roofs in minutes and help with keeping the crew safe from
more climbs than needed. Difficult island builds on rocky
terrain can be easily navigated by air, saving on barging costs
and cutting down on boat trips. In the long run, this can also
be a cost saver, not a budget buster.

GENERAL CONTRACTING, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, DRILLED PIPE FOUNDATION
CRANE AND EQUIPMENT RENTAL, SAND AND GRAVEL

WWW.JARNELCONTRACTING.CA

|

INFO@JARNELCONTRACTING.CA

|

807 547 3116
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Do that little bit more for your septic system
by Elsie Neufeld

“You are trying to build a septic field that will last 30 to 50
years. It is best to do a little bit extra putting it in and caring
for it,” said Doug Vergunst, the Northwestern Health Unit’s
chief building officer.
A good start to planning your septic system is on the NWHU’s
website https://www.nwhu.on.ca, where there is a large
amount of information under Sewage and Land Development
and a question and answer section. Vergunst and his
colleagues want to help you build your optimal septic system
and maintain it.
“We are approachable. We are here to help,” he stresses.
The Sewage Permit Process Backgrounder and Guide is an
easy to read document designed to guide a person planning
and building a septic system. It provides information on the
roles and responsibilities of the homeowner, designer and
installer, a septic system installation process step-by-step
guide, design principles, design calculations, a glossary of
terms and more.
All septic systems must be built to Ontario Building Code
requirement, but as Vergunst said building code requirements
are minimum requirements. In the long run, it is worthwhile
to go beyond the code. A visit to the NWHU to talk to Vergunst
might save agony down the road. Inspectors, designers and
installers have experience with what works, what doesn’t and
how to avoid problems of your own making.
In one instance, a homeowner wanted his septic drain
field close to the driveway to save a tree. While not wrong
according to the code, the owner was advised against such
a move. In winter, when the snow was removed from the
driveway, the septic field was exposed to penetrating frost.
Sure enough, it froze.
“The tree died anyway, reduced to a stump,” Vergunst said.
A malfunctioning septic field is a nightmare. Sewage might
come flowing back into your cottage or effluent will puddle
on your the septic field, carrying pathogens and other
undesirable elements into the ground water and possibly into
your well or your neighbour’s.

Nurture your bugs
Vergunst said a recurring problem is with new homeowners
eager to get into the house for the winter. The septic field has
only been used for a couple of weeks before winter arrives.
When it does, the septic field freezes.
“It takes a couple of weeks to get the septic tank cooking,
but it takes longer to get the biofilm in the field working.”
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Vergunst explained. “It’s the bug activity that keeps it from
freezing.”
Bugs? Well not exactly bugs, microbes, the heavy lifters
in your septic system. They need a healthy, nurturing
environment in which to thrive. Their healthy nurturing
environment would kill us, but for them, it gives them the
strength to battle with each other and a healthy appetite to
eat our water wastes.
The sweet thing about this is you just have to do what comes
naturally to get the septic system off to a good start.
“All the bugs come from you,” said Vergunst. “The starter is
the first time someone goes number two.”
One flush of the toilet and the septic system microbes are on
the job. What trillions of microbes were doing in your body,
they continue to do in the septic tank.
With each successive flush, more of these workers arrive,
but sometimes through ignorance and city water habits, the
people flush the wrong things down the toilet or through the
other drains nearly wiping out that workforce.

Septic System Care: Don’t treat toilets and
drains like garbage cans!
Some items you flush down a toilet or pour down
a drain can kill the beneficial bacteria in a septic
system — reducing its ability to break down and treat
domestic sewage.
Non-biodegradable or slow biodegradable products
can clog pipes, fill septic tanks and decrease the
effectiveness of the system.
Septic tank additives/starters may be harmful to
septic systems and are not necessary.
Do not put the following items or substances into
a septic system: fats, oils and grease, antifreeze,
gasoline, paints, varnishes, solvents, caustic drain,
toilet bowl cleaners, bleach, pesticides, nail polish
remover, coffee grounds, egg shells, other kitchen
waste, cat litter, tampons, sanitary napkins, diapers,
paper towels, facial tissues, condoms, or plastics.
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GENERAL CONTRACTING

“Flush down nothing that you haven’t eaten first,” states a
sign over a toilet on a septic system.

JAKE GARROW
807-466-3613
customdrilling@kmts.ca

Vergunst agrees with this, but points out that the greatest
dangers to the septic system go down other drains of the
house, disinfectants, paint, cooking grease, oil and even bath
products. “Tea tree oil seems to be the worst,” he said.
“There is a certain tolerance.” Vergunst said. The occasional
use of bleach for linens will not do serious damage. A more
destructive substance is a drain cleaner. These decimate
microbe populations.
More often than not, the biggest threat is too much water.
Too much water washes unprocessed particles into the
field where they plug up the field. One of the big culprits
is laundry day. Doing multiple loads of wash in one day
overloads a septic field. It’s better to spread laundry loads
out during the week.
Water use habits are hard to change, Vergunst acknowledges.
At first, people try to do the right thing but they soon fall back
into the old ways, until the system protests.
“When people have septic trouble, they become more
conscious of water use,” he said.
Doing that little bit more, taking steps to provide your septic
system proper care and maintenance, will give it a long and
effective life protecting the environment and your pocket book.

. Landscaping . Excavation . Roads
. Culverts . Weeping Tile . Septic Fields
. Sewer & Water . Sand & Gravel
. Snow Plowing and Removal
. Cottage Demolition
dandesmit77@gmail.com

21 Sweeney Road, Kenora, ON P9N 0G1

807-468-4830

Call Dan

Cell 807-467-7774

Effluent filters extends life of septic field
Effluent filters are now required on all new septic
systems, but can also be installed in an existing
septic systems.
These filters, installed where the effluent discharges
into the drain field, capture excess solids. If passed
into the drain field, these solids will clog it up,
leading to expensive repairs.
“Without an effluent filter, your drain field will last
30, maybe 35 years. It will possibly last more than
50 years with an effluent filter,” said Doug Vergunst
at the Northwestern Health Unit. An effluent filter
will benefit an existing system and can be installed
without a permit.
On the downside, effluent filters need to be cleaned
out once a year, but it is a price worth paying to
preserve the septic field as long as possible.
For more information visit the Northwestern Health
Unit’s website: www.nwhu.on.ca.

• CONSTRuCTION
• Road woRk
• Septic FieldS
• HAuLINg
• Snow plowing
REMOVAL
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Tips for winterizing plumbing
What to do in the fall to keep your system in top shape

At some cottages, Dad is around to
“supervise” the winterizing jobs. At
others, his legacy may be a well-worn
list tacked up on the bulletin board.
Or maybe you’re the dad (or mom)
who will set up the winterizing
routine at your new cottage. But
whether you’re an old hand or
closing up for the first time, a
little care this fall will make sure
you’re not sleepless in the city
through the long winter months.

6. Drain the hot water tank
If there’s no floor drain — if the tank
is outside, say, under the cottage —
attach a garden hose to the drain
valve located at the bottom of the
tank. This will allow you to direct
the water away from the tank,
instead of having it pool around
the base.

7. Drain the pressure or gravity
tank

1. Stay organized
Work from one end of the water
system to the other instead of jumping
from job to job, and follow a checklist.
You’re less likely to miss a step.

MARK SAUNDERS

2. Turn off the power to the water pump and the hot water
tank before draining anything
It’s a whole lot easier to drain the tanks if you’re not continuing
to pump water into them. Turning off the power also protects
the heating elements in the hot water tank, so they’re not
trying to warm water that is no longer there.

3. Tackle the cottage’s interior plumbing first
In an ideal world, all the supply pipes will drain to one point,
and the water supply lines will gradually slope down to a single
set of drain valves, just as the sewer pipes slope downwards
towards the septic tank.
If your cottage isn’t set up this way, you may need to spend an
afternoon crawling around under the cottage to discover where
all the pipes go and where the valves are.

4. Open the drain valves and make sure all the taps, both
inside and outside the cottage, are open
Closed taps can create a vacuum that holds water in the lines.
Leave all valves and the taps open over the winter so that any
remaining water can drain out.

5. Attach an air compressor to the drain valve
Only if you think there may still be water in the line from
improper drainage or sagging pipes, and then blow any excess
water back through the open taps.
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If the pressure tank is located
somewhere other than below your
cottage, such as in the boathouse or a
special pump enclosure along the shore,
make sure the line supplying the cottage
from the tank is also drained. The pressure
tank relies on a rubber diaphragm to create and hold
the pressure to push water through your cottage plumbing
lines. If water is left inside the holding tank, it will freeze and
potentially destroy this rubber diaphragm, making the tank
useless.

8. If you have a jet pump, remove the drain plug
Let all the water drain between the pump and the pressure
or gravity tank. The priming plug should also be removed and
stored in a secure spot. Add one to two cups of plumber’s
antifreeze (propylene glycol) to the jet-pump case to protect
the casing and impeller inside it from freezing. Disconnect the
waterline to the pump and pull it onto the shore. Disconnect
the foot valve and store it in a secure location where it won’t be
damaged.

9. Winterize the sewage system
Flush the toilet to get as much of the water out of the tank
and bowl as possible. Some water will be left over and can be
bailed with a small cup. Add a generous amount — about three
cups, — of antifreeze to the tank and the bowl to prevent any
remaining water from freezing and cracking the toilet, and to
stop sewer gas from venting back through the toilet trap.
Pour a cup of antifreeze down every sink and tub drain, and
two cups down shower-stall drains, which have larger traps.
The trap under a drain holds water that prevents sewer gas
from coming up through the drain. If left unprotected, the
pooled water in that trap may freeze and crack the trap.
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Cottage opening & closing | security checks | floating docks & ramps | dock repairs
mobile welding | mini backhoe | landscaping | handyman repairs | barging & more

807 467 1134 | lakekare@sympatico.ca
Jolene Andrews

465-5874

• Home repairs & renovations
• Camp management & winterizing
• Landscaping & yard maintenance

kenoramaids@gmail.com

Honesty is the key.
Ed Rempel / 807-464-5631 / disciple.07@hotmail.com

Property Maintenance
Let us do the work for you!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lawn & garden care / landscaping
Tree removal / firewood delivery
Painting & staining
Cleaning
Water taxi
Mechanical / welding
Carpentry
Lake / Land garbage pick up

807-407-8142 | woodchuck@contractor.net
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Renting it Out:
Make a cottage on Lake of the Woods more affordable
by Jim Chliboyko
Owning a cottage can obviously be an expensive proposition,
especially in an area that’s growing more valuable by the year,
like the Lake of the Woods. But there’s something that can
make the prospect a bit more affordable—renting out your
summer home.
Whether making your own lake house available to friends and
family for a minimal fee, or having an online presence and
welcoming strangers, short-term cottage rental has become
a solution for many cottage owners. This could mean renting
out the main cottage, or a different vacant cabin on the
property, or a neighbouring property or something you buy
specifically for renting out. The rapid growth of websites like
Airbnb, Kijiji or VRBO (Vacation Rentals by Owner), and the
growth of what economists call collaborative consumption,
can turn the family cottage into a money-making family asset.
But along the way, there are decisions to be made. According
to realtor Chris Clark, of Cabin Country Realty in Kenora, the
Lake of the Woods is perhaps a bit behind in the trends of
short-term cottage rental.
“What this market is really missing is there is no firm that
manages rentals here. The biggest hiccup is there’s no avenue
(to rent out),” he said.
Cabin Country does have a rental section on their own
website, but with their main business focus on actually selling
properties, they are just posting rentals at this point.
“There is a market for it. Every year, we get a few more
enquiries.”
And renting is not just a matter of throwing up a coat of paint;
there are serious things like insurance to consider.
“Anyone planning to rent out a cottage should always consult
with their insurer to make sure they have the coverage they

Buying or Selling?
We’ll Go
The Extra Mile!
Shelley Torrie
Broker of Record

807.468.1120

storrie@kenora-realestate.com

Office
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Becky Doucette
Salesperson

807.407.8607
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need,” said Leonard Sharman of the insurance company The Cooperators Group. “Some policies may limit on how often a cottage
can be rented out, and in general, the more time renters spend at
the cottage, the more expensive the policy is likely to be.
“The Co-operators recommends that coverage should include
the cottage itself as well as its contents and third-party
liability. Coverage for watercraft and other structures such
as boathouses may be limited or may need to be purchased
separately, so it is important to check with your advisor.”
“Karen” has been renting out her neighboring property two
doors down for the past 10 years. She lives north of Kenora on
the Winnipeg River system and generally rents out to family,
friends or recommended people. She also posts on various
sites accessible to the general public.
“On the weeks that are not taken up by family and friends
staying out there, I rent it out for a couple of weeks,” said
Karen, including in the winter. Her experience has largely
been positive, she said. But she learned some early lessons,
largely involving crowds that got too big or renters that were
maybe a little young.
“Be very clear and specific with the number of people (visiting).
The first questions I ask: how many people in your rental party;
what are their ages; do you have any pets?”
Communication and preparation are also very important,
said Karen. “Getting organized, being organized, making sure
people are clear about the expectations. I have everything
written out, so they know what’s expected of them. Clean
means clean, they have to clean the fridge, the stove and the
barbecue.”
For her part, Karen supplies them with the property, but also
well water, extra propane, firewood and blankets (but not
sheets — a common practice in renting). The types of renters
her place attracts these days seem a little more discerning
and perhaps have an ulterior motive.
“A lot of people I’ve rented to, almost 50 per cent end up
buying out there,” said Karen. “So, then I lose my renters, then
I’ll pop a little Kijiji ad up there.”
Upon becoming a renter, you need a strategy. You can control
how busy you want your property to be; you can host dozens,
or just a few. You can have a hectic, lucrative summer, or you
can take a more manageable approach.
“Get the long-term renter in, to minimize that switchover,”
advises realtor Clark. “You may not make as much week to
week but you have a committed person who will respect the
property the most.”
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If you build it, they will come
Bat houses are a natural way to control
mosquito populations around your cottage
Bats are not considered to be the most cute and cuddly members of the animal kingdom. To
human eye the face of many bats are horrific and grotesque. They are seen as being creepy,
nocturnal creatures that are a nuisance. Fortunately, these negative attitudes are starting to
change.
As people become more educated on bats they quickly learn to appreciate them. Every
cottager looking to spend twilight time on their deck should want a swarm of bats hovering
around them. This is because bats love to eat mosquitoes. A single bat can consume 500-1000
mosquitoes in a single hour. So, instead of being a nuisance, bats should be welcomed onto
your property.
The best way to promote a bat colony to roost on your property, and to control where they
roost, is to install bat houses. Bats don’t always live in caves. They spend summers in trees,
under bridges, or in old structures. Bat houses not only keep them out of your buildings, but
also provide them with a proper environment for them to survive and promote their positive
night time activities that revolve around eating blood-sucking mosquitoes.
Three factors that contribute to the failure of a bat house include poor design, poor
construction, and poor placement.

Design
All bat houses should be at least two feet tall, have chambers at least 20 inches tall and 14
inches wide, and have a landing area extending below the entrance at least three to six inches.
Taller and wider houses are even better. Most bat houses have one to four roosting chambers
— the more the better. These are the areas the bat crawls up into to rest. Each roost chamber
is its own separate layer in the bat house. Roost partitions should be carefully spaced 3/4
to 1 inch apart. All partitions and landing areas should be roughened. Wood surfaces can
be scratched or grooved horizontally, at roughly 1/4- to 1/2-inch intervals, or covered with
durable, square plastic mesh (1/8- or 1/4-inch mesh). This allows the bats to easily climb in and
out of the structure and grab onto when resting.

Construction
For wooden houses, a combination of exterior plywood and cedar is best. Plywood for bathouse exteriors should be at least 1/2-inch thick with at least four plies. Do not use pressuretreated wood. Any screws, hardware or staples used must be exterior grade. To increase
longevity, use screws rather than nails. Caulk all seams, especially around the roof.

Wood treatment
For the exterior, apply three coats of exterior grade, water-based paint or stain. Available
observations suggest that color should be black where average high temperatures in July are
less than 85° F. For the interior, use two coats of dark, exterior grade water-based stain. Apply
the stain after creating scratches or grooves or prior to stapling plastic mesh. Paint shouldn’t
be used as it fills the grooves, making them unusable.

Sun Exposure
Houses where high temperatures in July average 80°F or less, should receive at least 10 hours
of sun. At least six hours of direct daily sun is recommended for all bat houses where July’s
daily highs average less than 100°F.
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Habitat
Most nursery colonies of bats choose roosts within 1/4 mile
of water, preferably a stream, river or lake. Greatest bathouse success has been achieved in areas of diverse habitat,
especially where there is a mixture of varied agricultural
use and natural vegetation. Bat houses are most likely to
succeed in regions where bats are already attempting to live
in buildings.

Mounting
Bat houses should be mounted on buildings or poles. Tall
trees will work if they are free of branches and a lot of leaf
cover. All bat houses should be mounted at least 12 feet above
ground, and 15 to 20 feet is better.
Bat houses should not be lit by bright lights. Bats may find bat
houses more quickly if they are located along forest or water
edges where bats tend to fly. However, they should be placed
away from the nearest tree branches, wires or other potential
perches for aerial predators.
Bat houses can be bought in a store, but it is much better
to build your own custom unit. They are not very difficult
to construct, maybe just taking an afternoon of a handy
cottager’s time. Plans for various bat houses can be easily
found on the internet. They allow a cottager to build anything
from a simple one-chamber house to a more elaborate house
designed to hold more bats.
It is also best to make a few houses so that a cottager can test
different locations on their property to see which placement
is best. With a little preparation and experimentation a bat
colony can become a cottager’s first line of defence against
those pesky mosquitoes.

BELL’S SEPTIC

PUMPOUT AND VACUUM SERVICES

SEPTIC TANKS, HOLDING TANKS, PRIVYS
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807-468-7251
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LOTW SEPTIC BARGE
SEPTIC TANK, HOLDING TANK, OUTHOUSE PUMPOUTS
FOR ISLAND PROPERTY ON LOTW
FOR LAKE
SERVICE

807-464-3468

www.septicbarge.com

septicbarge@gmail.com
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Bat houses should not be:
• placed in a shaded location
• mounted over bright or shiny surfaces

RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL - CONSTRUCTION - INDUSTRIAL

• located near burn barrels or air vents
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• set up where it may be repeatedly
vibrated or shocked

20- and 40-yard dumpster
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dumpsters
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walk-in loading
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For the love of metal
Cottagers can bring out their unique personality at the lake
with a custom-made bbq pit, sign or railings
by Shelley Bujold

If you look around the Lake of the Woods region it’s not hard
to see how popular lake life is, but how do you show your
unique cottage personality among the many properties? It’s
all in the details.
Creating a reflection of your taste can materialize in many
different ways around your cottage, but keeping those details
in great shape for a long time can pose a bit of a challenge.
You want to be able to relax at the lake without having to
worry about maintenance. Install it once and enjoy it while
relaxing with a glass of wine.
Metal work can do just that.
“Metal is going to stand the test of time,” said Jason Romas,
L.O.W Life Fabrication. “I’ve redone wood signs that have
taken a beating, and not taking anything from wood, but steel
is going to last forever.”
Metal fabrication is a custom way of creating detail with long
lasting design benefits. Creating a new cottage road marker, for
example, can really showcase a cottage owner’s personality.
Having a sign stand out will help guests take the right turn
instead of ending up at the boat launch scratching their heads.
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Romas said he really likes working one-on-one with cottagers
because it really helps get the creativity flowing.
“I’ve gotten to meet some pretty cool people while doing this.”
He said it’s popular for cottagers to want signs with wildlife
on them and he really tries to design it in a way that is unique
to each person’s character. This could be anything from
taking a different angle on the image or the way an animal
is positioned and incorporating it into a wider wildlife scene.
Birds taking off, bears with the sun setting, clouds in the sky
and trees can all be set in unique ways.
It all starts with the design process. Anywhere from one hour
of design to create simple projects or many, many hours for
big custom projects like winding staircase railing or driveway
gates. Meticulous time spent on the design ensures that the
flat 2D image design gets transferred to its physical 3D form
with accuracy. In his Kenora shop, Romas explains they have
all the machinery to cut and manipulate the metal. Rollers
help bend the heavy raw steel, plasma cutters create the
shapes or words and then bring the design to life. His skilled
staff and welders meticulously assemble it all into the final
pieces. When it’s complete, the projects can be painted,

PRODUCTS – METAL FABRICATION

powder coated for high durability, or textured – Romas said
there are a lot of options for finishing. He said he personally
prefers kicking it old school.
“One of the biggest things I like is flat or mat black, it looks
really good!”
They work on signs but one of the first things they started
with was fire pits. Their creations are 12 inches high, with
a diameter of 31, 34 or 36 inches. Fire pits they’ve created
include family names, forest scenes and lake life designs.
Working with the customers they design anything from
classic looking fonts and styles, to clean modern lines or
boxy geometric shapes. Romas said the most challenging
and interesting project they’ve completed depicted the
portrait of a lost loved one. Every time a fire is lit, their image
is illuminated. It’s as though they are with the family at the
campfire. One of his metal fabricators is also an artist and
really prided himself on the likeness portrayed in the metal
cut portrait.

Railings
Many cottagers have the opportunity to add some personality
to their railings both indoors and out. Metal designs for
outdoors can really turn an otherwise ordinary project into
something special. Romas said he’s currently working on an

indoor railing project that depicts tree branches grouped
together in the forest, but it’s from the perspective of looking
up to the top of the trees. Another railing project required
several days worth of planning, design and measuring. Seven
hundred feet of railing needed extra attention in order to
work around angles, elevation changes and stairs. Romas
said these types of projects are challenging but loves making
them and seeing it come together. But, most importantly, he
loves seeing how each client lights up when they see how
their personality and the final product meld together to add
something completely unique to their home or cottage.

Business, too
It’s hard not to notice how metal work has enhanced some
of the businesses in Kenora. Romas took on creating the
large gates in front of Tall Pines Marina across from Tourism
Kenora’s Discovery Centre. He said working with the client
on one of their largest projects allowed them to add a real
cottage feel welcoming customers through their doors. The
gates feature lake scenes with trees, boats and animals all tied
together with the logo. Under the creative details, making it
strong, secure and functional was top priority.
“I look at them everyday and I think ‘boy that was a lot of
work.’ I pride myself in doing that sort of stuff.”

Railings

COTTagE signs

DECOR

FiRE PiTs

BUsinEss signs

gaTEs

Ornamental Steel Work
jason@riverviewindustries.com 807- 547-4111
2030 Hwy 17 W, Keewatin Cell 807-464-5282
Like us on Facebook
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PRODUCTS – FIREWOOD/PAINT/RENTALS/STORAGE/WINDOWS

Well-seasoned firewood
The key to successful wood burning

Creating firewood is a labour intensive activity — cutting
the tree down, limbing branches off and splitting the wood
into usable pieces. But, the work doesn’t stop there. To reap
the reward of your hard work it is important to stack your
firewood properly. Don’t waste it and do it right.
When it comes to firewood storage keeping the wood dry
is one of the biggest factors. Firewood should be stored in a
way that allows moisture in the wood to evaporate. Wet wood
burns less efficiently, produces more smoke and creosote
and it can be hard to burn. Wet wood will also decay and
grow mold and other fungus. One of the most important
ingredients in keeping wood dry is air circulation.

Covering wood with a tarp
Many people cover wood with a tarp or plastic sheeting
and cover the whole pile all the way down to the ground.
Covering the whole pile may help keep the rain off, but
it also holds moisture inside. If there is enough moisture
trapped inside, the tarp will start to sweat and drip back
onto the wood. If you cover the wood with a tarp, it is best
to only cover the top of the pile. The edges should be left
open. This allows air to flow under the tarp and through the
pile. This way any moisture that gets inside can evaporate.
Without air circulation your wood will dry slowly, if at all.
These stagnant moist conditions can lead to fungus growth
and wood decay.

Keep firewood off the ground
If firewood has direct contact with soil, it will absorb moisture
from the soil. The soil will stick to the wood, often in clumps.
Where wood and soil makes contact can develop into a
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habitat for microorganisms, fungus, insects and other things
that create decaying wood.
If wood is to be stored outdoors, a concrete or asphalt slab is a
great surface to store it on. If this is not available, you can use
a tarp on the ground or just about anything that will separate
wood from soil. Even clean gravel is better than soil.

Stacking firewood
Stacking firewood is more than just throwing or dumping it
into a heaping pile. Stacking firewood helps to get the wood
off the ground, position it for better air circulation and can
make it easier to cover. Don’t stack the firewood against a
surface like a wall or fence, or another stack of wood. This
inhibits proper air circulation.

Where to stack firewood
The best location for firewood storage depends on whether
the wood is green or dry. If the wood is green, it is best to
leave the wood outside, uncovered where it will get full sun.
Sun and wind will dry wood faster than if the wood is stored
under cover. Even if it gets rained on, that is fine.
If the firewood is already dry and ready to burn, the best place
to store it is inside a shed, lean-to or other covered areas.

Is my wood dry enough to burn?
Well-seasoned or ripened firewood will burn efficiently in the
woodstove or fireplace. It generally has darkened ends with
visible cracks or splits. It is relatively lightweight and makes
a sharp, distinctive “clink” or hollow sound when two pieces
strike each other. If in doubt, burn some. Dry wood ignites and
burns easily; wet wood is hard to light and hisses in the fire.

PRODUCTS – FIREWOOD/PAINT/RENTALS/STORAGE/WINDOWS
Professonalgrade storage
facilities
for YoU!
They aren’t just for
heavy industry and
agriculture. Need a
little more secure
storage? Winter cover
for your boat or RV?
Maybe a quonset to
cover everything?
Large or small, we can
get you something to
suit your needs.

Western Steel
Storage Units & Garden Sheds

dorseY
contracting inc.
NW ON Distributor for:
www.winklerstructures.com
www.weststeel.com

807-548-8785 / 807-466-2044
serena@dorseycontractinginc.com
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Home & Commercial Windows
79 A Street West, Kenora
Open Mon–Fri 8–5

The Right Paint or Stain for your Project
Tim’s PainT & Trim | 807-468-1644 | 4 - 807 HWY 17E

807-468-8887
tyrrells@kmts.ca

Fax: 807-468-8939

Owner/operator Chuck Tyrrell
KEnOrA’S gLASS SPECiALiSTS EST. 1979

2 4

H O u r

E M E r g E n C y

S E r v i C E

Firewood Delivery

Ad Sales 2019
To book your ad for the 2019 edition
contact our Ad Sales Specialist
Deborah Cruikshank

807-468-3277

cottageguide@gmail.com
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• Hard and soft wood
perfectly seasoned
• Cut and split or 8 ft.
lengths available
• Servicing Kenora and
surrounding areas
• Lake delivery available

807-407-8142 | woodchuck@contractor.net
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TRADE DIRECTORY 2018
C ONST R U CT I O N – BU I L D ING
Black Fox Construction
Brian Dyck
CR Construction
Custom Drilling
DTL Carpentry
Jarnel Contracting Ltd.
KDS Construction
Laclu Homes and Cottages
Lake of the Woods Timberworks
Schwartz Brothers Contracting
Sierra Construction
Solid Construction
Steve Butler Construction
Vanz Inc. Carpentry & Consulting

807-407-9983
807-467-1022
807-407-8442
807-466-3613
204-979-4055
807-547-3116
807-224-1141
807-407-2344
807-543-1817
807-407-0034
807-548-5038
807-466-1111
807-737-0431
807-467-1833

bscurf@mymts.net
Back Cover
briandyck1022@gmail.com
35
crconstruction89@gmail.com
37
customdrilling@kmts.ca
3, 35
doug@dtlcarpentry.ca
33
info@jarnelcontracting.ca
59
kevin_schneider_55@hotmail.com
61
kelly.minaki@gmail.com 	Inside Front
lotwtimberworksinc@gmail.com
5,35
jeremy@schwartzbroscontracting.ca
37
info@sierra-construction.ca
37
dan@solidconstruction.ca
35
steverbutler@gmail.com
35
cvanz@shaw.ca
37

C onstruction – Docks /D rilling
Custom Drilling
Docks and Lifts

807-466-3613
807-547-4444

customdrilling@kmts.ca
info@docksandlifts.ca

40
41

C onstruction – E avestrough/R O O F ING
Countryside Kenora
Last Time Roofing
Mark IT Eavestroughing
REMR Roofing

807-547-1906
807-407-0034
807-548-8196
807-548-2811

verlin@countrysidekenora.ca
jeremy@schwartzbroscontracting.ca
markit@bell.net
remond@mymts.net

45
45
45
38-39

C onstruction – I nsulation
Subzero Insulation

807-467-1944

cnawolski@hotmail.com

37

C onstruction – Masonry
Kenora Masonry Services
SophistiKated Stone
Three Lions Masonry

807-548-1758
807-466-8087
807-464-3587

kenoramasonry@gmail.com	Inside Back
kevmui@hotmail.com
35
seanodea@hotmail.com
43

Mechanical – Electrical
Bob’s Electric
Bowman Electric

807-468-5915
807-468-8813

rbrignall@yahoo.ca
info@bowmanelectric.com

8
47

Mechanical – P lumbing /H eating
AK & Company
Bishop Plumbing and Heating
Garfield’s Plumbing and Heating
Heat-Line
Kipper Mechanical Ltd.
Ty’s HVAC Services

807-543-2493
807-548-1339
807-407-5610
800-584-4944
807-548-5762
807-464-1124

info@akcompany.ca
ryanbishopplumbing@gmail.com
garfield@garfieldshvac.com
laura@healine.com
pkipling@xplornet.ca
tys.hvac.services@gmail.com

51
49
9,51
49
49
51

Services – Architecture/D ES IG N
Blueprint Design & Consulting Inc.
Nelson Architecture

807-547-5755
807-468-9442

blueprintsdrafting@gmail.com
david@nelsonarchitecture.com

52
53
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TRADE DIRECTORY 2018

(cont’d)

Services – AUT O R EPA IR
CarStar
Rosie’s Autopro Maintenance & Repair

807-548-4031
807-468-5513

kenora@carstar.ca
srose@kmts.ca

55
55

Services – Barging
Custom Drilling
Lakefreight Barging

807-466-3613
807-467-1644

customdrilling@kmts.ca
dale@lotwdocking.ca

56
56

Services – Boat R epair
Lake of the Woods Mobile Marine

807-548-7540

kencavanagh@bellnet.ca

57

Services – CR ANE
Jarnel Contracting Ltd.

807-547-3116

info@jarnelcontracting.ca

59

Services – L ANDSCAP ING /road construction/S EP TI C SYSTEM S
Custom Drilling
807-466-3613
customdrilling@kmts.ca
DeSmit & Son Contracting Inc.
807-468-4830
dandesmit77@gmail.com
KDS Construction
807-224-1141
kevin_schneider_55@hotmail.com

61
61
61

Services – P RO P ERT Y M A NA G E M ENT/C L EA NING
LakeKare Cottage Services
807-467-1134
Maid in Kenora
807-465-5874
Precision Repairs (Property Mgmt)
807-468-5517
Woodchuck Industries (Property Mgmt) 807-407-8142

lakecare@sympatico.ca
kenoramaids@gmail.com
disciple07@hotmail.com
woodchuck@contractor.net

63
63
63
71

Services – R eal Estate
Cabin Country Realty
Shelley Torrie Home & Cottage Realty

dustin@cabincountry.com
storrie@kenora-realestate.com

65
64

Services – SEP T I C P U M P ING /Waste M anagement
Bell’s Septic
807-468-7251
EZBin Kenora
807-407-4353
Lake of the Woods Septic Barge
807-464-3468
Northern Waste & Hauling
807-548-5038

kensep@kmts.ca
ezbinkenora@hotmail.com
septicbarge@gmail.com
sarah@sierra-contruction.ca

67
67
67
37

Products – METAL FA B RIC AT IO N
Riverview Industries (L.O.W. Life)

jason@riverviewindustries.com

69

Products – Cottage D écor /F urniture/F LO W ER S
Dufresne Furniture and Appliances
807-468-5825
Flowers by the Lake
807-467-8300
King Furniture
807-467-8864
Riverview Industries (L.O.W. Life)
807-547-4111

htod@dufresne.ca
kylagarrow@gmail.com
kurtis_king@hotmail.com
jason@riverviewindustries.com

9
9
17
69

Products – F I RE WO O D /PA INT/R ENTA LS /S T O R A G E/W indows
Bestway Rentals
807-548-4131
Dorsey Contracting
807-548-8785
EZBin Kenora
807-407-4353
Tim’s Paint & Trim
807-468-1644
Tyrrells Auto Glass
807-468-8887
Woodchuck Industries (Firewood)
807-407-8142

tim@bestwayrentals.ca
serenailott@sympatico.ca
ezbinkenora@hotmail.com
timspaintandtrim@hotmail.ca
tyrrells@kmts.ca
woodchuck@contractor.net

71
71
67
71
71
71

807-407-3211
807-547-4020

807-547-4111
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Summer & Fall at the Museum
MANY FACES OF MENTAL ILLNESS
May 8-12
An art exhibit commemorating Mental Health Week. On
display will be approximately 65 plaster and ceramic masks
created by the students of Kenora.
PRE-OWNED ART EXHIBIT & AUCTION
May 16-25
The Lake of the Woods Museum will be hosting a silent
auction of pre-owned art donated by community members
who may wish to refresh their art collections. Donations of
art accepted until May 11. All proceeds will go towards the
Big Picture Campaign and Kenora’s new Art Centre.
33rd ANNUAL QUILT SHOW
May 28 - June 23
The members of the Lake of the Woods Quilters Guild are
back with another collection of amazing quilts. As always
there will be full bed quilts, wall-hangings, clothing, table
runners and more!
LOVE, LOSS AND WHAT I WORE
A Benefit Performance — June 2
A play by Nora and Delia Ephron based on the book by
Ilene Beckerman. All proceeds from this evening’s performance will go towards Kenora’s new Art Centre.
BUS TRIP TO KAY-NAH-CHI-WAH-NUNg
HistoricAl centre — June 23
A day long bus trip to the national historic site of Kay-NahChi-Wah-Nung on the Rainy River. The site is described as
“one of the most significant centres of early habitation and
ceremonial burial in Canada.” The trip includes transportation to and from the site, shore lunch, tours through the
historical centre and the burial mounds.
THE HOME FRONT
WWi and its effect on Kenora and canada
June 29 - september 2
This in-house exhibit commemorates the 100th anniversary of the end of the First World War in 1918 and will highlight the effect that WWI had on the homefront in Kenora
and across Canada.
FIBRATIONS
september 25 - november 10
An exhibit of contemporary fibre art from the Art Gallery
of Burlington.

Yellow lady slipper growing at Kay-nah-chi-Wah-nung
historical site, rainy river
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LHALLEY@KMTS.CA

Lake Work
CoMMerCIaL Work
ruMford fIrepLaCes
pIzza ovens
restoratIon
BrICk
tILe
naturaL stone
CuLtured stone
free estIMates

CeLL

807-466-8789

807-548-1758

kenoramasonry@gmail.com

Beautiful Inside & Out
Kenora’s Quality Builder

807 407 9983 | blackfoxconstruction.com

